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foreword
American educational institutions are experiencing phenom-

enal change, and the secondary school principalship is no
exception. It is predictable that this rate of change will accelerate
over the next decade. Herein lies a challenge, for if the prin-
cipal's status and remuneration are to be commensurate with his
ever-more-demanding tasks, updated criteria will be needed to
insure that his modern role will be more precisely defined and
that his salary will provide more adequate compensation for his
labor.

Recognizing that it is imperative that the NASSP contribute
to the establishment of these criteria, the Association's Status
and Welfare Committee recommended that the Association pre-
pare a new statement on principals' salaries. This statement
would be supported by a new job description and suggestions
concerning how to evaluate the principal's performance. Ac-
cordingly, the Association brought together a study-group
composed of six educators who, together, represent a wide
variety of secondary school interests and experience. The group
was divided into three teams; each team collaborated on one
of the major sections of this booklet.

The major contributors to Part A of the section on salary
determination were Harry J. Hartley and James J. Richards of
New York University. Part B of that section was submitted by
McManis Associates, a leading management consultant firm
that recently completed a study of NASSP's operations. We are
grateful to all of them for their contributions.

It is obvious that this publication's recommendations cannot
be considered in any way binding on any school system. The
NASSP, however, will be very pleased if this statement exerts a
persuasive influence not only on professional educators but also
on the public, upon whose understanding and support the future
of the principalship and our system of education ultimately rests.

Owen B. Kiernan
Executive Secretary
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I. Job Specifications for Principals

NEW societal forces are changing the roles that the principal
traditiaaally has played and are making obsolete many of the
groundf rules within which he traditionally has operated. In
certain respects, this makes his job more difficult, but, at the
same time, it is clear that new opportunities for growth and
leadership are being presented. In short, the way is open for
an altered, vigorous principalship to emerge, a principalship
that will differ markedly from its predecessor.

During this transitional period, it is more important than ever
before that the principal retain his authority within his school,
as he is in the best position to keep the school stable in the face
of possible disruptions and to make sure that any changes made
are orderly and reasoned.

But if the principal is not to forfeit his claim to that position
of educational leadership to which he rightfully aspires, he must
be eager to take the lead in channeling the forces of &Inge so
that they benefit his school and its learning process. He must at
the same time take steps to insure that he has a major hand in
the necessary reappraisals and restructuring of his profession.
If he surrenders this task to others, he may rapidly lose his
importance.

This reappraisal and restructuring presupposes that the
principal has a sure grasp of what his role ought to be. It is the
intent of this chapter, then, to provide some guidelines to help
him define his place in our contemporary educational com-
munity.

One point should be made clear, however: Any description of
the scope of the secondary school principalship as it exists today
or even tomorrowmust be tentative, always subject to
change as conditions themselves alter. The principalship of the
8o's, for example, may bear little resemblance to the portrait of
the principalship sketched here.

In addition, as we consider the varied components of the
secondary school principalship, it becomes obvious that the
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attention of the principal will be pulled in many directions, and
that no one person could hope to achieve all these tasks with
equal effectiveness.

The principal and his administrative team will be confronted
with an endless succession of priority-choices, and the priorities
will shift as circumstances dictate. Some tasks will now be of
pressing urgency, clamoring for the principal's close considera-
tion; others will be eclipsed by more insistent problems and
demands. The decision as to which to stress and which to
subordinate reflects the administrative acumen of the principal,
a quality fundamental to his worth to the school.

Hence, no attempt has been made in his chapter to place the
principal's many roles in any special order of precedence.
Priority decisions must be made locally by the principal and his
administrative staff.

With these caveats, we shall examine the varied hats that the
principal must wear.

An Educational Leader*
The principal is an educational administrator, with all that

the term implies. His major responsibility should bein co-
operation with his staff to direct, guide, and coordinate the
total educational program within the school.

His cardinal function is the improvement of instruction, which
will enhance the learning experiences of his students. The prin-
cipal, then, is first and foremost an instructional leader: All his
other activities must directly support this central function, or
else he jeopardizes his raison d'etre.

This instructional responsibility means stressing the effective-
ness of the school's teaching-learning process rather than simply
increasing the efficiency of its administration. As educational
leader, the principal

keeps instruction and learning foremost in his own plan-
ning, making certain that they are central to all school
deliberations.

* Several of the descriptive category titles were taken from NAKT's
own service brochure published in 1969.
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adapts the school's program and procedures to the require-
ments of the individual student. He is also sensitive to the
needs of the individual teacher and he sees that human
values are not slighted for institutional convenience.

helps to establish and clarify both short and long range
goals for his school, and makes sure that they are both
educationally sound and administratively feasible.

encourages his staff to suggest new ideas and to try new
ways of doing things. He, therefore, acts as a catalyst for
innovative thinking and action on the part of others in the
school.

does not hesitate to suggest his own ideas for program,
curriculum, and organization.

accepts accountability for the over-all effectiveness of the
school. He touches both edges of the sword of leadership:
authority and responsibility.

fosters sound interpersonal relationships among the stu-
dents, the teachers, and the administration.

As an educational leader, the principal must also be a skillful
supervisor of instruction. Supervision, however, is a far more
complex function than the simple observation of teachers. It
entails organizing and developing the teaching staff into a
coherent unit committed to creating the best possible situation
for the students. Among the many aspects of this supervisory
role are the following:

building a competent, balanced, professionally-alert staff
through sound selection, thorough orientation, and con-
tinuing in-service activities

supervising individual teachers to assist them in their self -
improvement efforts

evaluating teacher performance on the basis of cooper-
atively-determined objectives and criteria

nurturing potential staff leadership by providing oppor-
tunities for professional growth.
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An Administrator
The secondary school, like any other corporate endeavor,

requires conscious and constant administration. No school can
realize its purposes without someone assuming the responsibility
of helping the many persons involved clarify objectives, identify
problems, establish priorities, develop strategies, and assess
progress. Moreover, if utter chaos is to be avoided, someone
must integrate into a meaningful whole the discrete, disparate
efforts of those who, taken together, constitute the school. It is,
of course, the principal who is charged with this vital leadership
role.

Obviously, the principal must possess the requisite authority
to execute the mandates of his office. He must be more than a
pro tern chairman of a debating society. And yet, in the demo-
cratic climate prevailing in our American schools, this authority
will be more derived than attributed, more a matter of profes-
sional respect earned than position status granted. In addition,
the principal must share decision-making at various levels of
involvement with teachers, students, parents, and community
groups. This sharing ought not to impair his own authority; it
should, rather, make it stronger, more resilient, more effective
than ever before.

As an administrator, the principal will
direct policy-making at the building level; and participate
in the decision-making at all other levels when the policies
in question affect his school's operation.
implement policy, accepting the responsibility, while shar-
ing the authority in whatever manner he considers to be in
the best interests of the school.
modify policy, when he judges it desirable to do so. When
he does not possess the authority to permit the modifica-
tion, he recommends the changes to those who do.
broaden the base of his decision-making, involving stu-
dents, teachers, parents, and citizens whenever appropriate.

Although the principalship may be thought of as a single
function, it will, as noted above, be carried out by a number of
people: the administrative staff and the faculty.
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In developing his administrative staff, the principal will face
a number of difficult questions: Under what circumstances can
authority be delegated? When can responsibility be shared?
How can tasks be efficiently subdivided?

In answering these and other questions, the principal, who is
the administrator of an educational institution, will operate
under constraints and circumstances different from those that
shape the role of, say, an industrial manager. For one thing, the
principal works within a community of teachers, staff assistants,
and students. His effectiveness hinges upon the respect of those
with whom, not through whom, he must work. The principal
must learn how to help his colleagues growand how to grow
with them.

It is useful, then, to think of the principal, at least in part, as
a strategist, managing the human resources available to the
school to accomplish the school's stated purposes. Again, how-

ever, this management role cannot be totally equated with

similarly designated posts in industry. Unlike industrial man-
agers, educators always seek the best product, even if it is more
costly, i.e., less efficient administratively. As an example, regard-
ing the principal for a moment as a manager of teachers, his
sole intent should be to help them attain increasingly higher
levels of instructional effectiveness; they ought not to be man-
aged for ends alien to their own professional concerns.

The key concept in this emerging principalship is account-
ability. The principal must be held responsible for the impact
the school has on the students coming to its door, whether that
impact be positive or negative. He must help to establish the
job-targets for the school; and once these are established, he
must not evade the responsibility for the success or failure of the
school in reaching these goals. Ideally, all the professionals
involved in the schoolteachers, central office personnel, and
principal alikeshoUld share that accountability, but in his role

of educational leader, the principal bears a unique respon-
sibility, a responsibility that cannot be delegated.

5
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An Interpreter
The principal is a communicator, explaining the school's goals,

procedures, and objectives to everyone concerned. As an inter-
preter, he presents the school, its program, its purposes, its
philosophy, its problems, to:

the students, so that they may understand and appreciate
the conditions under which they learn
the staff, professional and non-professional alike, to provide
th m with that overview of the school so difficult to obtain
in the relative isolation of the conventional dassroom or
school building
the community, with all its varied publics, so that the school
becomes meaningful to them in terms of its social purposes
the other schools in the district, so that the educational
process of the district is unified and articulated
the central office and the board of education, so that the
higher echelons understand what the school's needs are and
what it is trying to accomplish
his colleagues in the principalship, so his school will share
in the new developments in American education and bene-
fit from the experience of others.

This communication must be two-way. Not only must the
principal interpret the school to the community: he must also
interpret the community to the school. This sort of interaction
applies ko all of the above target groups.

A Conflict Mediator
Conflict occurs in all organizations. This is doubtless bene-

ficial, since conflict gives institutions much of their vitality.
Hence, the duty of the principal is not to eliminate conflict
within the school but rather mediate it when it does arise, so
that it does not weaken the unity of the school or threaten the
achievement of its goals.

Thus, as conflict mediator, the principal
recognizes his responsibility for establishing a climate in
the school that will make disruptive conflict unnecessary
(though admittedly never impossible). The school should
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be able to permit strong differences of opinion to exist
without their disrupting its tenor.

is realistic enough to realize that conflict will arise as
people differ sharply and passionately on means and ends.

recognizes in the ingredients of a conflict those oppor-
tunities that may exist for promoting personal and profes-
sional growth.

The principal must learn not only how to live whin the
terms of the negotiated contract but also how to direct the terms
of that contract towards the enhancement of teaching and learn-
ing within the school. He must do more than simply carry out
the stipulations of the contract; he needs to help both the board
and the teachers understand the potential for better schools
that is implicit in the very process of negotiation. He must,
therefore, have an active part in the negotiations.

An Educator of Educators

The principal is a specialist in secondary education. He also
realizes that secondary education is a distinct field which, while
supportive of and supported by the elementary and higher edu-
cation levels, makes its own unique contribution. He, therefore,
provides information and direction to students, staff, parents,
central office, superintendent, and board of education, keeping
them all alert to the developments and trends in the field.

Furthermore, the principal, while deferring to the expertness
of teachers in their individual subject fields and specific scholar-
ship, understands the elements of good teaching and shares his
insight with the teachers. He is a resource person who can help
the individual teacher appraise and improve his own teaching
effectiveness. And being acquainted with the principles and
practices of high quality secondary education, the principal
knows the balance, the sequence, and the degree of freedom
that are desirable for an innovative curriculum. This might well
be his major contribution to his school's curriculum develop-
ment.

7



An Ombudsman
The principal must be able to step back from time to time and

objectively and impartially criticize his own efforts. This is
especially true when a person appears before him seeking relief
or redress from some school action.

In these instances, the principal will be required to serve as
the advocate for people who are questioning the very school
structure or policies he has helped to create and which he ad-
ministers. He must function as an ombudsman, so that the
school does not end up sacrificing an individual to the require-
ments of the institution. He must stand as a bulwark against
that insidious depersonalization that so quickly can blight the
nobler purposes of the school.

This ombudsman role is increasingly being demanded of the
principal, as those in our secondary schools desperately struggle
to keep the schools from losing their human dimension. It is a
role that demands an open-door policy on the part of the prin-
cipal, inimical as that policy may be to the performance of his
other pressing responsibilities. It may prove to be the one
function the principal will never be able to delegate. If so, the
perspectives of the principal will have to alter dramatically in
the years ahead.

As ombudsman, the principal will
provide counsel and assistance for all youth, dissident as
well as cooperative.
open his door to all teachers, militant as well as passive,
non-conformist as well as agreeable.
work sympathetically with all parents, aggressive as well
as bewildered.
challenge his own school, when it proves to be restrictive
of individual growth and aspiration.

A Professional
The principal is more than the head of the local school. He

began as and continues to be a professional teacher among
teachers, and a professional among his principal colleagues
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across the nation. It is incumbent upon him to contribute to
his profession, as well as to derive benefit from it. If he remains
wrapped in parochial isolation, both his effectiveness and the
effectiveness of his school will be lessened.

Because of this, the principal has an obligation to maintain
his professional growth by continuing univers., ;.., level work;
by attending conventions, workshops, and seminars; by keep-
ing abreast, as well as he can, of the literature in secondary
education; and by contributing to that literature himself. Indeed,
every district should encourage or perhaps even require all its
secondary principals to attend as many professional events
within and outside the immediate district as is feasible. The
requirement should be made practical by a personal profes-
sional growth fund for the principal of no less that four percent
of his salary.

As a professional, the principal
participates in continuous study and research in secondary
education and administration.

regularly attends the conventions and annual meetings .of
his prOfessional associations.

contributes to the programs of and seeks leadership posi-
tions in those associations.

contributes to the secondary principalship by means of
articles and speeches.

shares with his fellow principals his knowledge, his un-
derstanding, and his comfort when the occasion requires.

Moreover, as the number of assistant principals increases
within the school, there will be a strong tendency for each to
undertake specialized functions, confining his particular efforts
to clearly delimited areas. This division of administrative tasks
has much to recommend it, since it enables quick and incisive
expertness to be applied to specific problems. But it also denies
the various assistant principals a fuller apprenticeship in ad-
ministration, and may, therefore, limit their professional growth.

9



It is important, therefore, that the principal organize his
administrative corps so that each assistant principal is a gen-
eralist. In this way, once fully prepared, he can move promptly
into a principalship of his own. The principal must afford his
assistants that depth and breadth of administrative experiences
that will permit them ultimately to measure themselves against
the demands of the principalship itself and to undeitake the
position with a high degree of confidence.

Summary

When one ponders the extensive responsibilities of the
secondary school principal, it becomes appaient that the task
may well be beyond the physical capacity of any one person.
In this chapter, we have in reality been describing the princi-
palship, a position that comprises a complex of functions, all
of which are overseen by one man or woman, who is given
the appropriate authority and who stands accountable for what
is achieved.

In view of the scope of the role we have just outlined, we
feel impelled to add one more point. The principal is nct a
machine, an automaton programmed for 24-hour duty by the
board of education and the community. He is a very human
being, with social and family commitments, with limits to his
energy and creativity, and with the usual need for rest and
relaxation. We urge superintendents and board members to
remember this when they and the principal sit down to decide
on the school's goals and its staffing.

The contents of this chapter should be kept in mind when
reading what follows, which is a discussion of the principal's
formal evaluation.

10
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II. Evaluating the Principal

THE contemporary principal's success should be measured
by how well he performs the activities and discharges the
responsibilities described in the previous chapter. The problem
is that, traditionally, this measurement has been made by means
of objective evaluation instruments such as graphs, checklists,
temperature charts, and other devices, all too many of which
are inadequate in that their criteria (i) are too general and
impersonal, (2) tend to include too much that is mundane,
and (3) often confuse means with ends.

In addition, the principal, when he is measured by these
standards, is generally regarded solely as an administrator by
objective, i.e., he is evaluated' according to the degree to which
he satisfies pre-determined task-performance criteria. It is not
our intent to suggest that administration by objective is neces-
sarily a secondary goal. Very often, however, the principal's
true effectiveness depends on how well he administers by ex-
ception; i.e., how he anticipates, identifies, and copes with the
myriad of intangible but critical factors that influence the
achievement of successful job-targets.

It is time for some definitions. A "task," as we use the term,
is some concrete duty that the principal must perform as part
of his ordinary, day-to-day routine. Granted: The successful
completion of "tasks" is absolutely vital to the school's sta-
bility and progress. But "tasks" :end to be far more demanding
of time than of imagination. They are all too often rote and
repetitive. They may not be closely related to the larger issues
of education; indeed, they might impede the principal as he
tries to address these issues. "Tasks" are the sort of duties
that may lead a principal to reflect at the end of the day: "I
worked like a galley slave all day and accomplished nothing."

A "job-target," on the other hand, is an objective that relates
to the long-range issues of school improvement. "Job-targets"
are likely to have significant impact on such areas as curriculum
or community relations. As such, they require the principal to
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use all his powers of imagination and all his administrative
skills. "Job-targets," then, are goals that are worthy of being
the core concerns of the modern principal.

We contend that the principal ought to be evaluated by how
well his job-targets are accomplished, not only by how well
his tasks are done.

Moreover, we believe that his response to the unpredictable
problems and intangible factors that arise in the course of ad-
ministering his school must be an integral part of such evalua-
tion.

What do we mean by "unpredictable problems" and "in-
tangible factors?" Here are a few that might develop in the
course of a school year: student behavior that does not conform
to the behavior that is traditional to the school; varying teacher
effectiveness in implementing curricula, particularly new cur-
ricula; community tension that expresses itself in attacks on
the school; budgeted funds that are not appropriated; teacher
contract difficulties that provoke either staff apathy or ag-
gressiveness, perhaps reaching the extreme of a work stoppage;
and just plain human frailty or cussedness.

We believe that, when the principal's performance is judged,
it is imperative that the greater weight be placed on his success
as an administrator by exception. It is in this role that he displays
his flexibility, his humanity, his ingenuity and innovative spirit,
his courage, and his concern for those problems of the school
and the community that are not foreseen nor provided for in
the rather broad purposes of an objective, evaluative instrument.

We concede that from the employer's point of view, evalua-
tion is easier when it is applied only to the principal's more
tangible, objectively-measurable responsibilities. However, we
stress again the salient importance of subjective considerations,
and the performance of responsibilities that require the mastery
of a combination of skills and the ability to function well in a
complex and fast-changing situation.

Stated simply, the modern principal must be evaluated in
terms of how well he organizes the resources at his command,
first to define and then to achieve truly important job-targets.

12



His ability to coordinate the talents and opinions of the
many peopleand institutionswith which he must deal will
be the key to his success. Consider what is involved in the
five-step process of administering a job-target. (It should
be added that the phrase "what is involved" ought quite pro-
perly to refer not only to the problems of coordinating the
efforts and knowledge of others, but also to the demands made
on the principal's own personal storehouse of knowledge.)

Step One: Identifying the full range of possible targets
To find out what is necessary or desirable for his school

program, the principal must use all the available data-finding
devices: surveys, tests, reports, questionnaires, and opinion-
naires. Also, he must dosely observe what is happening around
him and take the time to reflect on what he has seen. And, in
addition, he must interview and consult with his faculty, his
administrative staff, and as many students as possible; these
consultations may be the most important method of all, as it
is the people in the school who have the clearest idea of "where
it's at."

Step Two: Settling on achievable targets
Not everything that people in the school think ought to be

done, however, can or should be done. Once the principal has
a thorough overview of the many things considered desirable
by his staff, faculty, and students, it is up to him and his
supervisor to decide which of these constitute acceptable and
achievable job-targets.

The decision should be based on a number of factors. First,
targets must be capable of being delimited and made precise
so as to afford the principal and his staff a reasonable chance to
define them, establish evaluative criteria, and achieve some
results. To be sure, targets ought to call into play the full
range of the principal's skills, but no target should be so
broadly defined that it amounts to a virtual restatement of the
principal's schoolwide responsibility, and is, thus, for all practi-
cal purposes, impossible to measure.

13



For example, a problem such as "Improvement of Communi-
cation" encompasses so much that it would defy any attempt
either to establish a clear approach to its solution or to con-
struct any method to measure results. Since this problem of
communication occurs throughout the school, what would
the principal concentrate on? Students communicating with
teachers? With other students? Faculty communicating with
administrators? Intra-faculty communication? Staff communi-
cating with the community? The principal himself communicat-
ing with any or all of these?

The lesson, we trust, is clear: The job-targets must be
within reach.

A second criterion for targets is that they must be capable
of completion and evaluation in a fixed period of time, or
perhaps in a series of fixed time-periods.

Finally, there are a host of other factors that might have
some bearing on the final decisions. These are considerations of
money, personnel, community sensitivities, and the like. The
principal, with his intimate knowledge of his own school and
the community that surrounds it, will surely be able to weed
out many of the suggestions as being neither necessary nor
feasible. And his supervisor, who will almost assuredly be
either the school superintendent or someone from the superin-
tendent's office, will employ his broader view of the district's
problems to reject or modify others.

Step Three: Establishing performance criteria
Performance criteria must be written with great care, as they

will form the basis of the supervisor's eventual evaluation of
the principal. The criteria should state what will be considered
a minimally acceptable performance. In addition, they should
define what the principal and his supervisor consider to be
optimum objectives, i.e., the best results that can reasonably
be hoped for.

Step Four: Getting the job done
The targets have been set and the performance criteria have

14



been established. Now comes the hard partactually reaching
the goals.

It is this step in the process that requires the principal to
bring into play all the many talents that he possesses. He must
have insight into all the singular skills and aptitudes of the
individuals on his faculty and staff and be able to detect who
might contribute what to any given project. He must be an
educational leader, explaining to each contributor just what
is expected of him and how it relates to the big picture; to do
this, of course, he must have a clear view of the big picture
himself. He will be obliged to put on his diplomat's hat, to
coordinate all the variegated efforts of his personnel and to
mediate and resolve the inevitable conflicts. As ombudsman,
he must listen to complaints and take action to redress griev-
ances and remove roadlocks. In short, he must be the complete
leader, ready to steady the uncertain, prod the lethargic, and
commend the worthy.

It is during this phase that we see the principal acting in his
role of administrator by exception. He will start off with a
coherent plan and a nice, neat time-schedule. But the realities
of life have a way of reducing these to shambles. We have
mentioned in an earlier passage what form these realities are
likely to take; let it suffice here to restress that the principal's
professionalism will meet its most severe test in coping with
these sudden crises and how he meets this test ought to be an
important factor in his evaluation.

If the target assignment is composed of distinct stages, it
would benefit the principal to pause at the end of each stage and
conduct an evaluation of how things have developed and what
the prospects are for the next stage's success.

Step Five: The final evaluation
The final evaluation is done by the principal and his super-

visor. This process ought to be initiated by the principal, the
first step being his evaluation of his own performance. The
two administrators will measure the achievement of the job-
targets assigned to the principal, always bearing in mind the
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restrictions and constraints that might have been placed upon
him by the variables discussed above.

To conclude the evaluation process, the principal might re-
port in full on the results of his evaluation to those who worked
with him, so that all may share in the lessons learned from
the experience.

We call the reader's attention to the total lack of any me-
chanical or graphic charts, such as checklists, in our evaluative
schema. We repeat our belief that such devices have little pur-
pose, oriented as they are to personal characteristics or to means,
often unrelated to accomplishments of ends. We emphasize once

more that the only evaluation appropriate for the modern
principal is that which rates him in terms of how wellor
how poorlyhe achieved specific objectives, and what qualities
of leadership he revealed while administering his projects.

* * *

Through this article, we have been discussing "job-targets."
What might some of these job-targets be? We must state at
the outset that the individual characteristics of each school
district and community will greatly affect the identification of
all job-targets. But even in the face of this, we believe that
some samples of job-targets may be valuable to the readers,
and so here are ten of them:*

. Extension of meaningful curricular activities for terminal
students in a school that is heavily college-prep.

. Development of a program of independent study in all

subject areas.
3. Establishment of interdisciplinary curricula in math-

physics or in shorthand-English (everybody knows about
English-history or the humanities).

4. Modifying student attitudes and behavior in order to
reduce vandalism, theft, mischief, fighting, cheating, or
any selected combination of aberrant behavior.

* Several of these targets are derived or quoted from the material on
appraisal developed in the Cincinnati Public Schools.
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5. Stimulating staff alertness and reaction to current research,
and thinking in particular approaches to subject fields.

6. Reorganizing staff meetingsdepartmental and general.
7. Revising a student handbook, a teacher's manual, or a

body of written school policies.
8. Developing a more systematic and effective pattern for

parental conferences with teachers or counselors.
9. Setting up study committees for review of current in-

structional and resource materials in social studies or
industrial arts (as examples).

lo. Extension of teacher understanding and use of visual
materials with emphasis on the overhead projector and
the opaque projector.

We shall conclude our discussion of the principal's evaluation
with an example: the job-target plan of a principal in a large
high school in the West.

JOB-TARGET

To reduce daily student absence from ten percent to six per-
cent within the time limit of the fall semester.

Plan and Process

Assign the management of the program's day-to-day details
to the vice principal.
Place one-third of an assistant principal's time at the dis-
posal of the vice principal to be used in the resolution of
the problem.
Initiate case conferences composed of teachers, counselors,
special service personnel, and administrators to assess the
causes for student non-attendance and to initiate a plan of
action for individual students having attendance problems.
Identify categories and cases of high incidence of absence.
Develop a systematic daily contact with parents of ab-
sentees to determine causes for an absence. (These contacts
are to be made by telephone or home visitations.)
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Use the school nurse and psychologist in a working part-
nership with students and parents when a health or emo-
tional problem appears to be a primary cause for
absenteeism.

Initiate teacher-student conferences to determine the need
for individualizing a student's learning experiences.
Initiate truancy hearings for students and their parents
when there is evidence of poor home support for regular
school attendance.
Establish a schedule of monthly meetings with the principal
for progress reports. The vice principal and his staff will
provide statistical data on daily attendance, student-parent
contacts, teacher-student contacts, truancy hearing reports,
and case conference reports.
Assess the data presented at the monthly meeting and
formulate further plans and processes, with necessary
modifications, based on the assessment of needs.
Conduct a final evaluation of the target data with the staff,
with appropriate conclusions on basis of success or failure.
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HI. Salary Determination for Principals

A

AT the present time, little uniformity exists in the approaches
used to determine the annual salaries for secondary school prin-
cipals in the nation's approximately 18,000 operating school dis-
tricts. Principals in some districts have developed elaborate, de-
tailed salary indexes, whereas principals in other districts prefer
to negotiate their compensation on an individual basis with the
board of education. There is, however, a discernible national
trend towards use of some form of collective negotiations pro-
cedures by secondary school principals. In a few cases, the for-
mal demands made by bargaining agents of principals reflect a
militancy similar to that so often attributed to teachers' groups.
Usually, a highly professional, non-militant approach is used.
Principals are actively involved in attempts to improve their
position within the overall compensation system of education,
which includes consideration of salaries, benefits, and profes-
sional working conditions.

The general purpose of this section is to explore current and
future approaches to salary determination for principals. More
specifically, the objectives are three-fold:

i. to establish criteria for designing fixed index ratios for
salaries

2. to analyze five alternative ways of determining salary
schedules

3. to recommend methods of improving salary determina-
tion.

Criteria for Designing Salary Structures and
Fixed Index Ratios

Equity to administrators and accountability to board and com-
munity demand that salary determination possess a rationale, a
consistency, and a reasonable predictability. None of these is
possible unless criteria are identified and applied uniformly.
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The responsibilities of the principalship have already been
delineated in Section I. On the basis of the discussion in Section
II, it is suggested that the use of job titles as a guide to salary
differentiation should be discarded as inconsistent and inequi-
table for describing responsibilities and duties. This suggestion
is made because the size of a school system substantially modi-
fies the job content and its status in relation to other positions.
For example, an assistant superintendent for business affairs in a
small district might perform duties that in a larger district would
be distributed among Directors of Budget, of Transportation, of
Cafeteria, of Buildings and Grounds Maintenance, of Purchas-
ing, of Research and Planning, and so on. Any classification
according to job titles assumes that a given set of responsibilities
and duties are easily implied and typical of school systems
everywhere. This simply is not true. Yet how many districts
base administrative salaries on just such a hierarchy of job titles

a hierarchy that assumes a gradation of responsibilities and
duties without job descriptions backed by evidence derived
from observation. Such a description would answer the ques-
tion: What does a person in such a position actually do?

This "job title" practice leads to problems. For example, an
assistant principal of a large school may be performing at a
greater level of responsibility and undertaking more tasks than
the principal of a very small school.

The authors question this "job title" approach, advocating
instead a procedure that requires a job analysis and observation
of the required task-performance of each position within the
system. The results of this process would determine the salary
structure. The proposed job analysis and observation would be
guided by the criteria in Table 1. (See following page.)

The criteria require a careful analysis of the person (require-
ments and qualifications), the responsibilities assigned, the tasks
actually performed, and the conditions under which they must
be performed. This approach to salary determination may, in
fact, result in a hierarchy of salaries quite different from the
hierarchy of status positions identified by job titles. With the
"jab title" method, salaries correspond to prestige and status;
with the suggested approach, salaries would be based on pro-
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Table 1

CRITERIA FOR DESIGNING AN ADMINISTRATIVE
SALARY STRUCTURE

Areas of Focus Elements of Criteria

A. Personnel
(Qualifications
required)

B. Task
(Duties performed
or behaviors
executed)

C. Structure
(Authority and
responsibilities
assigned)

D. Environment
(Situational
factors or
working
conditions)

Education (degrees, credit units), train-
ing (knowledge, expertise), certifica-
tions, experience, nature of any special
skills or expertise (e.g., knowledge of
computer technology), and others.

Description of tasks actually per-
formed, time demands (length of day,
evening and weekend time commit-
ments), quantity and frequency of con-
tacts with public, nature of any unique
services performed (negotiating, in-
service training, public relations, cam-
paigning for bond issues, budget), and
others.

Nature of delegated authority and as-
signed duties, status in relation to other
administrative and non-administrative
positions, span of control, number of
people supervised and evaluated, finan-
cial responsibility (amount of fiscal au-
thority and accountability), and others.

Degree of conflict and tension of spe-
cific position, degree of pressures and
stress of assigned tasks, degree of cre-
ativity and innovation required, nature
of the composition of student body
(minority?) and community (low socio-
economic status?), condition and ade-
quacy of facilities, adequacy of staff,
and so forth.
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ductivity. In the simplest terms it means, "He who produces,
receives." An administrator's salary ought to reflect his contribu-
tion to the school system. He should be paid for what he does,
not for what he is, or where he is, or whom he knows within the
system.

This approach lends itself readily to a fixed ratio, if the ratio
system is the salary-determination method the local administra-
tors desire. It is the most frequently used approach at this time.
Almost half the school systems in cities of 300,000 or over use
some form of index formula. As the school systems get smaller,
the frequency of an index system increases so that some 65 per-
cent of systems with pupil enrollment of 6,00o-11,00o use an
index system for establishing the salary of principals. The steps
required would be as follows:

i. Establish the base line for computing the base administra-
tive salary: for example, a 1.50 ratio of the midpoint in the
teachers' salary schedule. This base salary would then
represent the 1.00 ratio for administrators.

z. Establish the "ratio increment range" for each criterion, for
example:
a. Personnel .oi to .30
b. Task .oi to .50
c. Structure .oi to .40
d. Environment .oi to .30
In this system, an administrator potentially could earn a
maximum ratio of 2.5o of the base salary.

3. Establish the "ratio value" for the elements within each
criterion. For example, the doctorate from an accredited in-
stitution might carry a .05 ratio value; or, each year's ex-
perience, a .oz ratio value. These ratio values could be
added until the maximum of the ratio increment range was
reached. This acts as a limit.

Once the details of the base line, the ratio increment range,
and the ratio value have been decided upon, individuals can be
rated and placed on the scale easily.

Two important characteristics of this system should be noted.
First, a maximum would be set for each criterion and for the
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salary range as a whole (2.50 of base in the example given). A
person could earn ratio values that are disallowed upon reaching
the maximum. Controls, therefore, are built into the system so
that a reasonable predictability for budget purposes is possible.

Second, negotiations would take place over ratios (values or
ranges), not dollars: the focus is on scales, not people. This
allows for a consistent and manageable method of establishing
salary increments from year to year and a technique that more
realistically rewards a person's contributions to the school
system.

Thus, a system of salary determination with a rationale, con-
sistency, and reasonable predictability is both possible and
feasible.

This approach, however, raises the serious problems of sta-
bility and the capacity of a school system to support a fixed
index ratio. No organizational system remains constant. Job
descriptions will vary no matter what criteria are employed.
Furthermore, equity will demand that these descriptions be
reviewed periodically (every two or three years) according to
the established criteria.

Alternative Ways to Develop Salary Schedules

Once a school district has decided on role (job) descriptions
and developed procedures suited to achieve job objectives, then
it is ready to develop a salary schedule. There are a number of
possible ways, in addition to the one already cited, to construct
a salary schedule. Five options ?r? identified below:

i. An index ratio based on the Le:la-hers' salary schedule. Such
an approach is expressed in the following formula:
C = B (R x T) + F, where
C = Administrator's compensation
B = Base teachers' M.A. maximum salary plus_ any addi-

tional levels of training attained by the administrator.
R = Role ratio which encompasses knowledge, skills, re-

sponsibility, and so on.
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T = Time ratio between the regular school day and school
year for teachers and the principal.

F = Fringe benefits such as longevity, tax sheltered annuity
contribution, or super-maximums.

2. An index based on a minimum administrators' salary.
Ratios would represent differentials between administra-
tive roles; no reference would be made to teachers' salaries.
For example, the lowest scheduled administrative salary
might represent the base. Or, a variation of this approach
which might be advantageous, is one that reflects the
current emphasis on the administrative or management
team concept of school administration. Here a district might
base the principal's salary on that of the superintendent.
The salaries for other administrative positions would be
computed using varied ratio differentials. To this would
be added a training differential. Such a scheme would re-
quire an increment step schedule to account for the service
factor.

3. A direct index ratio based on the teachers salary at the
principal's appropriate level of training and experience. This

is a variation of option i.
4. No salary schedules for administrators (completely individ-

ualized negotiations).
5. A basic schedule supplemented by individual negotiations,

such as is currently employed in the performing arts (actors,
entertainers), among other areas.

Alternatives i and 2 appear to be the more efficient methods
of salary administration. They minimize inconsistencies of ap-
plication because no fixed sums are involved, thereby assuring
internal equity, consistency of application, and predictability.
Moreover, they facilitate the flexibility necessary to meet chang-
ing objectives and roles. This is possible with a minimum of con-
flict because only the role and time ratios must be adjusted
through collective negotiations. After such adjustments, the ra-
tional differentials among roles still maintain a constant relation-
ship. For purposes of illustration, examples are shown in Tables
2 and 3.
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Table 2
DIRECT RATIO INDEX SALARY STRUCTURE

(Teacher's Salary)

Position Role Ratio' Time Ratio'

High School Principal 1.60 1.15
Junior High School Principal 1.50 1.15
High School Assistant Principal 1.35 1.075
Junior High Assistant Principal 1.30 1.075

Using the Table 2 structure, the salary for one high school principal
would be computed as follows (assume the base teacher's salary is
$15,000.)

C = B (R X T) + F
$29,100 = $15,000 X (1.60 X 1.15) + $1500

Table 3
DIRECT RATIO INDEX SALARY STRUCTURE

(Superintendent's Salary)

Position Role Ratio' Time Ratio'

High School Principal .7 .1

Junior High School Principal .6 .1

High School Assistant Principal -5 .025

Junior High Assistant Principal -4 .025

Using the Table 3 structure, the salary for one high school principal
would be computed as follows (assume the base superintendent's
salary is $35,000):

C = B (R + T) + F
$29,500 = $35,000 X (.7 + .1) + $1.500

' Ratios are illustrative only.

Many school administrators and boards believe that alterna-
tives 4 and 5 are not desirable for setting salaries at this stage
in the development of performance assessment techniques. They
are difficult to put into practice because of the lack of explicitly
stated and rationally derived criteria. These approaches also de-
pend to a great extent upon individual ability as a negotiator
and frequently on prior professional reputation. They tend to
be limited to the one-high-school systems at the present time.
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The basis for compensation should, as previously stated, be ex-
pertise brought to the role, and not the role itself. An explicitly
devised role ratio index accounts for such expertise gained
through training and experience. Under current practices in
many schools, administrators are receiving varying rewards for
the same training and experience.

Another issue in considering administrative salaries is that of
conflict of interest resulting from direct indexed ratios. This is
a critical question because administrative salaries in public edu-
cation are implicitly related to a teacher base, regardless of how
they are devised. If we may borrow terminology from game
theory, a fixed sum game in negotiations does not exist. In the
private sector, the resources (profit) for managerial salaries can
be increased in direct proportion to the lowering of labor costs.
Such a condition is not present in public education. However,
conflict of interest is present where building administrators
serve as negotiating agents for the board in teacher salary mat-
ters. This conflict is resolvable through modification of the nego-
tiating role played by building administrators. For example, sec-
ondary principals might act as resource specialists, or agents of
the board of education, where issues relating to their areas of
jurisdiction and expertise are under consideration in the nego-
tiations, but remain apart when salaries and fringe benefits are
being negotiated.

In those communities where principals have found it desirable
to organize their own negotiating units, their salaries will be
determined through the activities of this unit.

Finally, the topic of state-mandated salary minimums should
be mentioned. Some eleven states have provisions for principals
in their minimum-salary laws. States handle the subject in va-
rious ways, including schedules which provide recognition for
training and experience, supplements to the teacher salary
schedule, and amounts to provide additional pay for work done
beyond the regular school year.

Many authorities believe that the idea of minimum-salary
laws has a built-in danger of the minimum becoming the maxi-
mum for the position rather than a "floor" that supports much
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higher salaries. And yet, if the precedent of state minimum
salary laws for teachers holds true for those laws referring to
principals (and, at this writing, three times as many states have
such laws for teachers than have such for both), this fear is
unfounded. The basis for this opinion follows:

According to a recent report, ". . . mandated minimum teach-
ers salaries, even though set at lower than desirable levels, have
served and continue to serve as an effective device to improve
salary standards, for successive increases in the teacher pay
scales established by law are generally accompanied by increased
state appropriations to the localities for salary purposes." And;
"built into these higher legally prescribed salaries is a measure
of local responsibility placed by law on the school systems over
and above the state school support." 1

Summary and Recommended Procedures

No effective compensation system can be devised in a piece-
meal, fragmented manner. Therefore, in determining adminis-
trators' salaries, consideration must be given to all other posi-
tions in the school system.

In developing any compensation plan, the first step is to iden-
tify the roles and functions needed to achieve the organizational
goals and explicit program objectives. The board of education,
therefore, with the assistance of the professional staff, must first
agree on goals.

The next step should be to evaluate and describe the elements
of each position; by "elements," we mean such things as techni-
cal skills, knowledge required, and scope of responsibility dele-
gated. These are complex factors that do not lend themselves to
precise measurement. One measure of knowledge is formal train-
ing; another is certification; a third is the experience of solving
similar problems. In much the same way, "scope of delegated

1 State Minimum-Salary Laws for Teachers. Research Report 1968-R15.
National Education Association, 1968. p. 13.
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responsibility" covers many factors: span of control; level of

instruction; breadth of program; number of persons evaluated;

quantity and frequency of contacts with the public; fiscal au-

thority and accountability; and the extent of decision-making

and creative thinking required.

The next major step is to decide on the relative importance of

each position (in terms of the descriptions), with particular

attention given to graded authority, responsibility, and difficulty.

Finally, assign a monetary differential for the several classes

of positions. The following questions should be considered in

arriving at the differentials:
1. Are the salaries commensurate with the described duties

and responsibilities?
2. Will the salaries attract and maintain the kind of personnel

desired?
3. Do the salaries reflect the intention to employ adminis-

trative leadership rather than merely managerial service?

4. Does the salary plan provide for increases over a period

of years upon evidence of satisfactory service? Stated
another way, does the salary plan provide safeguards
against favoring persons with long tenure and minimal

performance at the expense of those who meet perform-
ance standards?

5. Is the plan internally consistent; is it competitive with
other systems' plans?

After a salary plan is devised it should be measured against
the five questions listed below:

1. What are its cost implications? These costs could be related

to a program budget instead of a conventional object budget

in order to increase public support for schools.

2. Is it politically feasible in regard to the probable reaction

of the community, the board, administrators, and teachers?

3. Does it meet legal prescriptions?
4. Is there precedent for its institution?
5. Can it be administered effectively with a degree of pre-

dictability regarding performance, outcomes, and costs?
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,

If the plan answers all or most of these questions satisfac-
torily, an arrangement should be devised that assures a smooth
transition from the old to the new schedule. It is also necessary
to agree on procedures that allow for periodic evaluation and
revision to account for new positions, redirection of goals, and
adjustments that will maintain internal equity and uniformity
within roles.
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B

IN this statement, the author would like to extend the discus-
sion of the principal's compensation by considering the follow-
ing questions:

1. What is the national trend for principals' salaries?
2. How do principals salaries compare with those of execu-

tives filling similar positions in the private sector?
3. What are some trends that can be projected for principals'

compensation in the future?

National Salary Trends

One of the most respected salary surveys is published an-
nually by School Management magazine in its "Cost of Edu-
cation Index." In the iith compilation, published this January,
we find the following significant information:1

First, inflation has had as severe an impact on education as it
has had on every other aspect of the economy. While expendi-
tures for instruction which include principals' salaries have
risen 123 percent over the past nine years, the inflation index
rose an estimated 63 percent.

In other words, merely to duplicate the instructional program
that cost $201 during the 1958-59 school year, current expendi-
tures would have to total $328. Expenditures have risen to $449,
thus providing a "real" increase of only $121.

Stated in another way, $6.30 of every $io added to a school
. system's budget has been burned up by inflation.

During 1969-7o, salaries for principals, vice principals, and
other non-classroom instructional personnel2 rose 5.2 percent,
compared to an approximate 6 percent gain in the "inflation
index." Consequently, it is safe to assume that a large portion

1"Cost of Education Index." School Management. Orland F. Furno and
James E. Doherty. January, 1970. p. 35.
2 Guidance counselors are another major group.
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of the membership in NASSP "earned more last year but
enjoyed it less!"

The national median salary for this group (non-classroom
instructional personnel) was $11,625.01 in 1969-70. The national
median for the high quarter was $14,000; and for the high lo
percent, $16,686.80.

It is important to note, however, that geographic location
greatly influences these figures. For example, the national
median for this group was $11,625.01; the median for Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama, and Mississippi, however, was only
$8,713.43, while the median for Washington, Oregon, Califor-
nia, Alaska, and Hawaii was $14,023.29, a difference of $5,309,
or 62 percent.3

As might be expected, salaries of principals and instructional
personnel other than classroom teachers are also related to the
size of the school district. The median salary for this group in a
small school district with actual enrollment in the 300-600 range
was $9,227.75, while the median salary in a very large school
district with an enrollment of over 25,00o was $12,815.06.4

Over the past three years, average per-pupil expenditures for
teacher salaries have increased 6 percent overall, io percent for
the high quarter, and io percent for the high 10 percent. Ad-
ministrator salaries in the same period and the same categories
have increased 4 percent, ii percent, and nearly io percent. In
actual dollars, the average teacher salary in the median district
has increased $1,859 since 1966-67. Over the same period,
principals have had a $2,306 pay rise.5

Thus, while some principals believe that teacher bargaining
groups have at times negotiated increases to the detriment of
the total education budget and their own salaries, the fact is
that principals have kept paceat least as far as national
averages show.

National averages, of course, are not much help to many
principals in financially hard-pre 55ed school districts; ?g in one

3"Cost of Education Index." School Management. pp. 47-48.
4 Ibid. p. Si.

Ibid. p. 55.
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major Eastern city where the financial crisis brought about a
21 /2 percent salary- reduction for principals.

To summarize the answer to the first question, "What is the
trend for principals salaries?" it can be reported that they
have generally kept pace with the salaries of others in elemen-
tary and secondary educationbut all groups have fought a
delaying action against the eroding effects of inflation. In fact,
less than half of the total increase in principals' salaries in the
last ten years has resulted in spendable income.

Salary Comparisons

The second question is even more complex: "How do princi-
pals' salaries compare with those of persons holding similar
positions in the general job market?"

A general answer to this question ignores such important
considerations as the psychological returns from a particular
position, including status questions and transferability of skills.

Comparability with industry is also complicated by the fact
tha t some industries pay better than others. Salary differentials
between high paying and low paying industries can be sub-
stantial.

As a recent article in Nation's Business' points out, there are
several reasons for this. One seems to be the degree of difficulty
of the management job. While it is hard to prove that managing
is more difficult in any one type of company than in another,
there are observable differences. Profitability of the industry is
another factor. The more profitable industries tend to pay more.
A third factor concerns the type of industry involved. Businesses
that manufacture unique products, own patents, or boast of
technological advances or some other distinctive factor tend
to pay higher salaries; basic commodity businesses tend to pay
lower salaries.

In studies of both education,and industry, the author has been
struck with the comparability of functions of a chief executive

6 Nation's Business. November 1969. p. 6o.
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officer in any organization. As industry has moved away from
organization by function toward the establishment of divisions
or profit centers, they have created an echelon of "Level #2"
executives; these are division managers or functional managers
who report to the office of the chief executive.

Our professional experience tells us that these positions are
much like those of the secondary school principal in terms of
general responsibility.

Salaries for these division managers vary in proportion to
their industries' sales volume.

The following table shows these salary levels"'

SALARIES OF LEVEL #2 EXECUTIVES: DIVISION
MANAGERS AND FUNCTIONAL MANAGERS

Division Managers
Size of division

(by sales volume,
in millions)

Salaries
(in thousands)

High Medium Low

$ 1 to 5 $ 32 $ 29 $26
5 to 15 43 37 34

15 to 25 52 44 39
25 to 35 59 48 42
35 to 5o 64 53 44
5o to 75 70 58 48
75 to 125 8o 65 53

125 to 250 95 76 59
25o to 500 112 90 68
50o to woo 135 108 78

From the data provided in this table, it can be seen that the
smallest industry pays its division managers a medium salary
of *29,000 per year; the "high" average runs $32,000; the
low, $26,000.

The next largest industry groups pays 37K, 43K, and 34K
(K = thousands) in these three categories. At the top of the scale

7 Ibid. p. 63.
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are those major industries with sales volume over 50o million
per year, where the range is from 78K to 133K, with an average
of lo8K.

You may be interested in the job factors that were analyzed
to support the conclusion that the position of principal is ap-
proximately equivalent to that of division manager.

The point method of job grading prevalent in industry was
used. This method considers the following factors:

1. SkillThe education, experience, ingenuity, and initiative
required of a position.

2. EffortThe special requirements of mental and physical
effort required.

3. ResponsibilityFor supervision, for program, for resources,
and for product.

The author has analyzed these factors in depth for school
districts and has been impressed with the comparability of the
principal's position with that of a division manager within
industry.

To summarize the answer to the question of the compara-
bility of principals' salaries: There are areas of comparability,
and industry pays approximately 3o-4o percent more for the
same skills. But as mentioned earlier, this ignores the question
of transferability of skills and psychic return.

Future Salaries

Now for the third and possibly most interesting question:
What about salaries for principals in the future, i.e., the do's.

Principals' salaries will probably improve significantly. It
would not be realistic to conclude that the reason for this will
be the simple recognitionunprompted by crisesby citizens,
parent organizations, and governing boards that it is vital to
establish salary levels based upon the importance of the duties
and responsibilities of the principals' position. General major
salary adjustments will probably result from a number of less-
than-desirable "outside catalysts."
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There may well be a parallel between the college and univer-
sity presidency of the 6o's and the principalship of the 7o's. In
the early 6o's, salaries of college and university presidents were
extremely low; yet, such positions were coveted by those within
education, industry, and government. Not only did the position
title carry prestige, but it also had the erroneous "image" of
being not too demanding. This "myth" was exploded in the
mid-and late -6o's as student activism emerged and financial
difficulties made the position visibly challenging.

As a result of this greater visibility, presidential salaries
within colleges and universities were significantly increased. In
most cases, the responsibilities of the position remaified basically
unchanged, although to be sure the position's difficulties in
certain areas did become more severe. What did change was
recognition of the difficulty of the position by the public, gov-
erning boards, and members of local and state political entities.

Accompanying this new perception was the further realization
always implicit and often statedthat presidents were
accountable for managing their institutions, and they must be
ready and capable of assuming this responsibility.

During the 7o's, the difficulties of the challenge facing princi-
pals will become more visible to the public. Student activism
may become more pronounced, and the principal will have to
explain and justify the relevancy of his school's educational
program to news media, parents, and students. Teachers will
continue to seek union representation, and the principal will
continually have to weigh teacher demands against the capa-
bility of his school to accommodate them. Operating costs will
continue to spiral, and the principal will have a major respon-
sibility in the determination of new ways to continue to provide
quality education within limited financial resources. The list of
challenges could be extended, but these will serve as examples
of what we mean. .

These factors will provide the principals' position with
visibility; the resultant recognition of the complexity and diffi-
culty of the position will, in the 7o's, result in a general upward
salary adjustment in principals' salaries.
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But, while the principal will enjoy greater compensation in
the 70's, the new visibility of his position will require him to
be a more effective administrator than ever before, as his per-
formance will be more closely monitored. This intensified
scrutiny, of course, means that he must learn to accept increased
accountability, a subject that has been discussed in an earlier

chapter.
Because of the visibility and accountability of the principal's

position in the 70's, principals' salaries will slowly begin to
approach the salaries of those in comparable positions in
industry.

Incidentally, the ability to measure the performance of the
division managers and functional managers is another factor
which in the past has contributed to this wide salary discrepancy
between industry and education.

While there will be no "profit centers" in education in the 70's
thank goodnessprincipals will also have ample opportunity
to demonstrate their ability to function effectively within

accountable positions.
The reader should not be misled by these statements: In

spite of the fact that some inroads will be made toward closing
the salary gap with industry, education will have to continue
to attract those whose paramount interest is still service to
youth.

There will be another important area of change: Emphasis
will shift during the next decade from the question of salary to
that of "total compensation." It is probable that more principals
and their employers will come to recognize that the salary paid
an executive is just one part of a larger compensation program.

While a school district does not have stock or stock options
to offer its executives, it can construct very attractive total
compensation plans. Among the elements of such programs
will be:

Significantly improved medical insurance plans, to include
family dental coverage and extended benefit programs, as
well as provision for annual physical examinations.
Income protection plans, to include total disability pro-
grams.
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Increased emphasis on tax-sheltered annuities, including

special programs to guarantee college expenses ;:w.

dependents.
Special contributions toward retiremrnt, including main-

tenance of retirement centers.
Special benefits, such as automobiles, other provisions for

travel, and vacation centers.
Special educational assistance, including tuition programs
and special programs for in-service education.

Bonus plans based on successful attainment of predeter-

mined objectives.
This writer trusts that our society will come to realize that

it must find better ways to reward those who are its most useful

contributors. Principals can look forward to the 70's as a time

of continual improvement in the compensation provided our

educational leaders.
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Appendix
Selected Data on Administrative Salaries

The data on principals' salary schedules that follow
were compiled by Edna-Jean Hershey, Director of
Personnel Practices and Procedures of the Denver
Public Schools. Dr. Hershey collected this information
originally for the Denver Public Schools' own
administrative-supervisory team, in order to clarify
somewhat the issue of the use of ratios based on
teachers' salaries and ratios based on other adminis-
trators' salaries. She has graciously permitted NASSP
to report the results of her efforts in this publication,
for which we now express our most sincere appre-
ciation.

NASSP warns the reader that because of the pur-
pose of her study and the complexity of the data, it
was necessary for Dr. Hershey to interpret some of
the material that the various school systems sent to
her. Neither she nor NASSP, therefore, can accept the
responsibility for any interpretations that a particular
school system may not consider as completely
accurate.
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Scheel
District

BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND

Relationship betivoen
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teedw
Salary Sdrodukre

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

Independent of teacher?
schedule except for
base pay factors

-Teachers' Schedule
1968.69:
A.B.-66500-$10,700
M.A.-67000-611,400
Doc.$8000-$12,400

Formula: Base pay plus differential = maximum salary

Base pay: basic schedule applicable takes into consideration:
(a) years of experience in the school system
(b) academic preparation, recognizing the A.B., M.A.,

M.A. + 34 semester hours, and Doc. degrees
Over the years, the teachers' M.A. maximum has proved
to be rather constant as the basis of academic prep-
aration.

Differential: recognizes:
(a) additional duty time (10- and 12-month positions)
(b) responsibility

As an example of what constitutes "responsibility," a
breakdown of this factor for principals showed schools
divided into 7 groups with each assigned a range of
weighted composite standard scores computed on the
basis of pupil population, size of professional staff,
number of building employees, and program and or-
ganisation (highest number of points for this).
Change to a higher principal group is possible. on the
basis of atypical or special situations, such as formu-
lation and administration of a practice teaching pro-
gram, in-service education for the District's teachers,
training of students for specific occupational standards
and for community service, school for the physically
handicapped, student work-study programs, administra
tion of more than one building, formal daily program
in excess of 5 hours, and abnormally high pupil turn-
over.

Consideration of responsibilities inherent in other super-
visory/administrative positions (compared to those of prin-
cipals) plus professional judgment provide the basis for the
setting of the salaries for such personnel.

Arbitrarily assigning a base of 1.00 to the 1968.69 differ-
ential paid to 12-month principals of schools with the low-
est number of weighted composite standerd scores ($2600),
the following ratios result for administrativesupervisory
positions:

Arbitrary
Differ-
ential

Supervisory/Adminis Work Yeir Ratios
trativa Position (School year = 188 days) Applied

Principals: All 12 months
V 1.00
IV 1.23
IIIB 1.46
IIIA 1.69
II L92
IB 2.15
IA 2.46

continued--



School
District

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

BALTIMORE,
MARYLAND
continued

Work Year

Supervisory/Adminis- (School year = 188 days)
trative Position All 12 months

Arbitrary
Differ.
ential
Ratios

Applied

Assistant principals 12 months 1.00
Specialist 12 months . .... ..... .. 1.00
Supervisors: All 12 months

I I 1.46
1.69

No numerical designation 1.92
Directors:

II

I

I

All 12 months
2.46
2.77

Position

Principals VI 10 months 0.54
Special assistant 10 months 0.54
Specialist 10 months 0.54

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-

School trative and Teacher
District Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

BOSTON, Ratio based on teachers'
MASSACHUSETTS M.A. maximum

($11,250) = 1.00

Supervisory/
Administrative Work Year

Ratio
Apply-

ingPosition (School year = 180 days)

Principals (all levels) 11 months Gr. 7 1.60
Teachers' Schedule Assistant Principals Not stated A.B. 1.128
1968.69: (all !evels) M.A. 1.178
A.B.M00-110,700 Doc. 1.227
M.A.$7050.$11,250 Coordinators Not stated Gr. 4A 1.255
Doc.$8150.$12,350 Assistant Directors 11 months ... . Gr. 4A 1.255

(Grades apply to various specialties) Gr. 5A 1.375
Gr. 6A 1.425

Directors 11 months Gr. 5A 1.375
(Grades apply to various specialties) Gr. 5B 1.40

Gr. 6B 1.45
Gr. 7 1.60
Gr. 9 1.65

It is presumed that supervisory and administrative personnel
beyond the Assistant Principal category would have Master's
degrees, but the printed schedule does not so indicate. Rates
of pay for a given year appear to be for a flat amount of
money.
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School
District

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

BUFFALO,
NEW YORK

State law requires 1.3
ratio for principals
above what they would
receive as a teacher
with comparable educa
tion and experience.

Other supervisory/ad-
ministrative positions
are independent of
teachers' salary
schedule except for
education and longevity
allowance.

Teachers' Schedule
1968.69:
A.B.$6800-$10,700
M.A.$7405-$11,605
Doc.$8310-$12,510

All administrative salaries include recognition of advanced
preparation (Bachelor's degree plus 30 semester hours), and
the same longevity payment for service as provided for
teachers (amount not specified).

Administrative and supervisory salary schedules are con-
structed about the principals' schedule, but no formula has
been developed for this purpose. In order that a compara-
tive basis might be shown in the table below, however, the
maximum salary of the principals in the smallest elementary
school ($14,237) has been arbitrarily set as 1.00:

Work Year

Arbi-
trary
Ratio

AppliedPosition (School year = 187 days)

Principals: 187 days
Elementaryfewer than 25 teachers 1.00

25.39 teachers 1.03
40.54 teachers 1.06
55 or more teachers 1.09

Middle, Junior High, and Senior High: 187 days
fewer than 70 teachers 1.15
70 or more teachers 1.18

Assistant Principals Not stated
Elementary 0.88
Secondary 0.93

Supervisors 12 months 1.03

Directors 12 months 1.18

School
District

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS

Independent of teachers'
schedule

Teachers' Schedule
1968.69:
A.B.$7350-$11,025
M.A.$7770-$11,812.50
Doc.$823012,640

The salary schedule for principals is based on the number of
teachers on the staff and provides for 10 steps to maximum.
Administrators on a 12month basis have salary schedules
which provide for 5 steps to maximum.

In the listing below, a base of 1.00 is arbitrarily assigned
to the maximum salary for principals of schools assigned the
fewest number of teachers ($16,054.50) with other ratios
also based on maximum for the position.

continued--
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School
District

CH I CAGO,

ILLINOIS
continued

Relationship betwasn
Seeervisery/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Sak..-y Scitsides

Considerations and Faders Taken intro Account
in Setting Soperviseq/Aaniaistrative Salaries

Scheel
District

CINCINNATI.
OHIO

Arbi-
Supervisory/ tram
Administrative Work Year 'atio
Position (School year = 200 dais) Applied

Principals:
Up to 21 teachers 200 days plus 10 :lays 1.00
21.1-32 teachers paid vacation for all 1.03
32.1-43 teachers ..... principals 1.07
43.1-56 teachers 1.'9
56.1-77 bothers 1.14
77.1-120 teachers 1.18
120.1 and over
teachers 1.21

Assistant Directors
(category I) 12 calendar months 1.10

Directors:
Category II 12 calendar months 1.18
Category III for all 1.26
Category IV 1.35
Category V 1.55

All assistant principals am on the teachers' schedule plus

schools am added together with the principal placed in the
category resulting. 8-hour a day teachers in a vocational
or trade school counted as 1.2 teachers in figuring total
teaching staff.

$60 a month at minimum for 10 months: the extra amount
at maximum (5th year) ranges from 360 a month the
smallest school! to $160 a month in the largest schools.

If a principal is in charge of two schools, teachers in both

Relationship hoboes.
Sepwvismy/Adnithis-
Ira*. and Teacher Considerations and Faders Tabun late Access*
Salary Schedules in Setting faroxvismy/thimithilratie Salaries

Ratio based on teachers'
M.A. maximum = 1.00

1968 calendar year M.A.
maximum is 510.376, but
using the 1967 calendar
year M.A. maximum of
;10,245 as 1967-68 is
the latest year for
supervisory and adminis-
trative salaries (NEA).

On a few occasions, they
have also :ken across-
theboard increases.

Teachers' Schedule
1968-69:
A.B.-8600049149
ki.A--41527-$10,376

Master's degree apparently highest recognition

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position (School year = 182 days)
Principals:
Elementary:

Ueda' 450 pupils 209 days ..... ..... 1.20
Over 450 pupils 209 days 1.37

Junior, High 219 days 1.51
Senior High 239 days 1.67

Assistant Principals:
Elementary Not stated 1.15
Junior High Not stated 1.22
Senior High Not stated 1.33

Coordinators Het stated 1.31
Supervisors Not stated 1.37
Directors Not stated ........ 1.67

Work Year

given to

Ratio
Apply-

ing
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Meet
Diskkt

CLEVELAND,
OHIO

Italetionship bskman
Saporeisesy/Adminie
trades and Tucker
Salsa Medlin

Consideations and Faders Toon lids Accomat
in Salting $epervisary/AdminisbaHve Solarise

Index or ratio plan was
abandoned in January,
1967 as a result of
moieties, with the
Union represeatimg the
administrative group.

However, comparison of
former reties with the
corm* salary schedele
indicates that basically
maximum salaries still
retain a ratio Motion-
ship.

Teachers' Schedule
1968-69:
A.B.$6250-$9600
NA.$6550-$10,750

-1--$6556-$11,000

40-week work year for principals, assistant principals, super-
visors, and coordinators. Work year for other supervisory
and administrative personnel apparently in excess of 40
weeks but not over 48 weeks. Teachers apparently work 38
weeks as the following administrative promotion female
would indicate:

ADD (-1-) Nuns 1, 2, and 3:
1. Current salary or salary for ensuing year
2. Reeporeelbility effarentiel for present position
3. One increment for new position ($400 for

certain ones; $500 for others)
Sub-total A 3

MID (1) Hum 4a:
4a. 2/38 of Sub-total A (change from 38 to

40 weeks)
Sub-total B

ADO (-9 Item 4b:
4b. 1/40 of Sub-total B TIMES (X) the number

of additional weeks to be worked in now
position over and above 40 woks (8/40
presumably would be the maximum amount) 3_

Salary for new position
Assuming that the teachers' ILA. maximum ($11,316) is at
last unofficially recognized as a basis of 1.00, the fol-
lowing ratios result:
Supervisory/
Administrative Work Year

Ratio
APPIY-

ingPosition (School year = 183 days)

(Only those working 40 weeks shown)

Principals:
Elementary-1000 or less pupils 1.30
Junior High-1000 or less pupils 140
Senior High-1800 or less pupils 1.50
Directing Principe! 150

Assistant Principals:
Elementary 1.15
Junior High 1.20
-Senior High 1.25

Coordinator 1.10
Supervisor 1.40
Assistant Supervisor 130
Directing Supervisor 1.40
$500 more a year paid to:
Elementary principals with 1001 or more pupils or responsi-
ble for two schools.
Junior high principals with 1001 or more pupils.
Senior high principals with 1801 or more pupils.

No allowance for service in disadvantaged or lower socio-
economic areas.

Lawsuit, increments of $300 apply after 25, 30, and 35
years in Cleveland Public School service.
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Scheel
District

Relationship batmen
Sepraviseq/Admisis-
table and Tischer
Salary Sdndeles

C41111616111061.11 and Faders Talon isle Account
in Salting Sepervisery/Administratise Salaries

DALLAS,
TEXAS

Independent of teachers'
salary schedule

Teachers' Schedule
1968-69:
A.B.$5800-$8150
MA.$6100-$9100
Doc.$7000-$9850

Master's degree required for supervisory and administrative
positions (except for Lunchroom Department supervisory per-
sonnel where A.B. and M.A. salary schedules apply); higher
schedule for those with earned iamb.

Stab administrabr's cedificate required for principals and
assistant principals. Stele samerviser's certificab required
for consultants, coordinators, and directors serving in an
instructional supervisory capacity.

Arbitrarily assigning a base of 1.00 to the M.A. maximum
($11,900) of principals in the smallest elementary schools,
the following ratios result when applied to the Y.A. and
doctorate maximums for other administrative and super-
visory personnel.

Supervisory/
Administrative Work Year Ratio Applying

Position (School year = 9 months) MA-Max.-Doc.
Elementary Principals:
ADA of less than 250 10% months 1.00 1.08
ADA of 250-399 101/2 months 1.02 1.09
ADA of 400-649 101/2 months 1.04 1.12
ADA of 650 or more 10% months 1.07 1.14

Junior High Principels _ 11 months 1.18 1.25
Senior High Principals . 11 months 1.30 1.38
:::::-stant Principals:

T.ementary 10 months 1.00 1.08
Junior High 10 months 1.02 1.09
Senior High 10 months L04 1.12

Instructional Assistants
Elem. and Sec. 12 months 1.60 1.67

Personnel Assistant . ..... 12 months L60 1.67
Administrative Assistants 12 months 1.48 L55
Directors 12 months 118 L55
Consultants 11 months 1.18 1.25
Supervisors 10 months 1.02 1.09

At the discretion of the superintendent, principals of high
schools with ADA of 2500 or more may be allowed $700
(one increment) above maximum scheduled.
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Schou!
District

Relationship between
Sepenrisery/Adminis-
bathe and limber
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Tahoe kb Abbot
in Setting Seperaisery/Administratie Solarise

DENVER,
COLORADO

Presumably independent
of teachers' salary
schedule, but former
ratio index based on
the teachers' M.A.
maximum ($10,625) is
still evident = 1.00.

Teachers' Schedule
1968.69:
A.8.$6000-$9575
M.A.$6200-810.625
Doc.S6200-$11.690

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position

Principals:
Elementary

Work Year

(School year = 190 days)

Less than 16 teachers 210 days
16 or more teechers 70.3 days

(Number of teachers will no longer be a factor
beginning with the 1969-70 school year)

Junior High 215 days 1.50
Senior High 225 days 1.65

Assistant Principals:
Elementary 200 days 1.25
Junior High 200 days 128
Senior High

Damns 200 days 1.25
Supervising Teachers 200 days 1.25
Coordinators 200 days 1.25
Supervisors 225 days 1.40
Supervisors 235 days 1.45
Directors 225 days 1.50
Directors 235 days 1.55
Administrative Directors 235 days 1.60
Executive Director I 235 days 1.70
Executive Director II 235 days ....... 1.75
Executive Director III 235 days 1.80

Preparation hewed the Master's degree is not recognized at
the present time, but additional compensation will apply
beginning September 1. 1969: one increment for the Edu-
cation Specialist degree: two increments for the earned
doctorate.

Ratio
Apply-

ing

1.35
1.40

200 days ..... 1.30

Scheel
District

Relationship Mum
Sepearisery/Adminis-
belie and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Tahoe Its Amend
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

DETROIT,
MICHIGAN

Index plan with teachers'
M.A. maximum
($11,700) = 1.00

Teachers' Schedule
1968-69:
A.8.$7500411.200
M.A.$8000-$11,700
Doc.$8600-$12,700

Recognize advanced degrees in salary schedule for super-
visors and administrators. Resperuibilities and acconstailii-
ity are also reflected in the schedule. but the socioeconomic
status of an area is not.

Applying the teachers' M.A. maximum to M.A. maximum
salaries for administrators and supervisors, the following
ratios result:
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Scheel
District

Relatiesehip helms
Supinviseq/Adminis-
bating and Tischer
Salary Scheidr-

Considerations and Faders Taken ids Account
in Setting Supervisety/Administrativa Salaries

DETROIT.
MICHIGAN--
continued

Supervisory/ Ratio
Administrative Work Year Apply.
Position (School year = 39 weeks) ing
Principals:
Elementary 39 weeks 1.43
Secondary 39 weeks 1.54
Building Trades 12 months 1.58

Assistant Principals:
Elementary 39 weeks 1.17
Secondary 39 weeks 1.33
Building Trades 12 months 1.36

Coordinator 39 weeks 1.15
Supervisor 39 weeks 1.33
Administrative Assistant ..... 12 months 1.46
Assistant Director 12 months 1.59
Director 12 months 1.74

Elementary principals and assistant principals of certain
schools are placed on the secondary principal and assistant
principal salary schedule; junior high principals and assist-
ant principals of certain schools are placed on the ele-
mentary principal and assistant principal salary schedule.
Pupil enrollment is the determining factor, but the size of
the enrollment is not explained. Classification of schools
by size is done annually.

Scheel
District

Relabenship heiress
Supervismy/Adsable-
trays and Trader
Ss lay Schedies

Cersaiderafisme and Faders Taken hie Account
in Setting Supossisery /Aininktrative Salaries

FORT WORTH, Index plan with teachers' School year is 9 months. Length of wed per for principals
TEAS M.A. MaYiMUM and secondary nice - principals is 12 months.

($C069) = 1.00
Ratios Applying Based on ADA of:

Board of Education sets Supervisory/Adminis- 200- 301- 751- 1100- 1451- 1800-
salary of superintendent
and the assistant

frothy Position
Principals:

300 750 1099 1450 1799 2150

superintendents. Elementary 1.32 1.38 1.45 1.51 1.57 1.64
Middle and Jr. High 1.40 1.46 1.52 1.58 1.64 1.71

Teachers' Schedule Senior High 1.49 1.55 1.62 1.68 1.74 1.80
1968-69: Via - Principals:

Junior High/Middle 1.17 1.23 1.29 1.35 1.41 1.47
A.B.-$5729-$7669 Senior High 1.22 1.28 1.34 1.41 1.47 1.53
M.A.-85969-0069 2nd V-P, Jr. High 1.11 1.17 1.23 1.29 1.35 1.41
Doc.-$6569-$8669 2nd V-P, Sr. High 1.13 1.19 1.25 1.32 1.38 1.45

Salary for elementary assistant principals is based on a
wen per of 91/2 months with the following ratios applying:

1st Yr. 2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr. 5th Yr.
1.11 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18

-continued-
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Scheel
Dietrict

Relationship between
Sapervisery/Adminis-
bathe and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

FORT WORTH,
TEXAS- -
continued

Ratio
Apply-

Position Work Year ing

Consultants 12 months. 1.57
Directors

(various areas)
12 months flat rates

ranging from
a low of 1.69
to a high of 2.17

Assistant Directors ......
(various areas)

. 12 months flat rates
ranging from
a low of 1.50
to a high of 1.66

Coordinator, Instr. Materials .. 12 months 1.60
Special Assistant to Supt. 12 months 1.45
Materials and Media Specialist 12 months ..... .... 1.36
Salary recognition for advanced preparation: $125 for M.A.
+12 sem. hours; $250 for M.A. + 24 sem. hours; $375
for M.A. + 36 sem. hours; $600 for Doc.

Scheel
Iffirkt

Relationship between
Supervisery/Adminis-
tredve and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Cortsidwatiwas and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Sopervisory/Administrathe Salaries

INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA

B oard of Education an-
n ually sets salary of
High School principals
(currently 618,447).
Salary for other super-
visory /administrative
personnel based on:
(1) Dam salary: index
ratio based on begin-
n ing teacher's salary
with A.B. degree
(66.094) = 1.00.
(2) Differential added
to base salary, but
method not explained.
Flat amount added per
19-day pay period or
per calendar month,
depending on the
position.

Teachers' Schedule
To 12-12-68:
A.B.-85859-89353
M.A.-86343-810,535
Dec.-86773-811,395
From 12-13-68:
A.B.-86094-89727
M.A.-86597410,956
Dec.-47044-811,851

(1) Base salary: Minimum Maximum

Experi- Experi-
Degree ence Ratio once Ratio

B.A. 0 years 1.00 18 years 1.63
M.A. 0 years 1.08 20 years 1.88
M.A. + 30 hours 0 years 1.11 20 years 1.96
Doctorate 0 years 1.15 20 years 2.03

(2) Differential: Takes into consideration the longer work year
as one factor with other factors apparently considered
but not specifically mentioned. The differentials are
expressed in dollar amounts paid either for 19-day pay
periods or for calendar months. For comparative pur-
poses, but not to be confused with the ratios shown in
(1) above, the annual differential of $1,656 paid to
elementary principals in Group II is considered as 1.00
in the following table:

Work Year

Position (School Year = 190 days)

Principals:
Elementary II
Elementary I

Assistant Principals:
Elementary
High School

Consultants

Differ-
ential
Ratio

39 weeks 1.00
39 weeks 1.14

39 weeks 0.43
12 calendar months 0.94
39 weeks 0.43

0.47
0.51

11 calendar months
12 calendar months

continued---
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School
District

Relationship between
Supnvisory/Adminis-

babes and Tischer
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA
continued

Work Year

Position (School Year = 190 days)

Athletic Director 39 weeks
Supervisors 11 calendar months

12 calendar months
12 calendar months

Differ-
ential
Ratio

0.64
0.86
0.94

Directors 1.29
Based on differentials in effect to 12.12-68 for those on
39 weeks; to 12-31.68 for those on 11 and 12 calendar
months. A 4% raise became effective on 12-13.68 and
1-1.69, respectively.

Snood
District

Relationship hotness
Sepereisory/Adminis-
trathe and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisery/Administretive Salaries

JACKSONVILLE,
FLORIDA

Basic salary schedules
for teachers plus
salary supplements based
on a 10, 11, or 12
months work year and
levels of responsibility.

Teachers' Schedule
1968-69:
A.B.-86000-89000
M.A.$7000-$10,000
Doc.$8400-$11,400

Administrative and supervisory positions are divided into 11
categories or levels of responsibility with each subdivided
according to the length of the work yaw. Arbitrarily using
the annual supplement ($687.50) for principals with the
smallest staff as a basis of 1.00, the following ratios result
for other representative positions:

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position

Work Year
Supple-

ment
(School year = 10 months) Ratio

Principals:
Schools with less than 18 teachers 11 months .... 1.00
Elementary-18 or more teachers 11 months . . 1.50
Junior High-18 or more teachers 11 months .... 2.50
Senior High-18 or more teachers 12 months .... 2.73
Vocational-18 or more teachers 12 months .... 2.73

Assistant Principals (in schools with 18 or more
teachers)

Elementary 10 months .... 0.82
Jr. High, Sr. High, cr Vocational 10 months .... 1.36

DeansJr. High, Sr. High, or
Vocational 10 months .... 1.14
Directorsvarious areas and specialties:
Level 1 12 months .... 4.36
Level 2 12 months .... 3.27
Level 3 12 months .. 2.73

Assistant Directorsvarious areas 12 months ... 2.18
Coordinatorsvarious areas and specialties:
Level 4 12 months .... 2.18
Level 5 12 months .. 1.64
Level 7 12 months .... 1.09

Supervisorsvarious areas and
specialties 12 months .... 1.64
Specialistsvarious areas 12 months .... 1.09
830 per month added to basic salary schedules soon com-
pletion of 15 semester hours above requirements for each
of 3 advanced graduate State certificates.
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School
District

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken Into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Adminbtrative Salaries

LONG BEACH,
CALIFORNIA

Index ratio based on
teachers' M.A. maxi-
mum ($12,410) plus
one increment = 1.00

Teachers' Schedule
1968.69:
A.B.$6730-$10,800
M.A.$7600-$12,410
Doc.$9005-$14,555

The annual increment for 10-month administrative and
supervisory personnel is $370; for 12-month personnel,
$444. The appropriate increment was subtracted from the
salaries listed before applying the teachers' M.A. maximum
in order to arrive at the applicable ratio shown below.

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position (School year = 10 school months)

Work Year

Principals:
Elementary and Jr. High ..... 10 calendar months

(217 days)
Less than 20 ctfd. staff
20.40 certificated staff
41 or more ctfd. staff

Senior High 1

Assistant PrincipalsSr. High 1
Vice Principals

Elem. S Jr. High 1

Senior High 1

Assistant Supervisors, Assistant
Directors, and Consultants I 10

12

Consultants II 10
12

Supervisors and Consultants III 10
12

Directors I 12

Directors II 12

2 calendar months
0 calendar months

Ratio
Apply-

ing

1.27
1.33
1.39
1.70
1.18

0 calendar months 1.18
0 calendar months 124

calendar months
calendar months
calendar months
calendar months
calendar months
calendar months
calendar months
calendar months

1.18
1.41
1.27
1.52
1.33
1.59
1.86
2.03

Master's degree or less is the preparation base for the above
positions with the exception of the directors for whom only
one salary scale is provided. For the rest, higher salaries
apply for one year above the Master's, two years above the
Master's, and the doctorate.

Nine steps to maximum for directors; seven steps to maxi-
mum for the rest of the positions listed.

School
District

Relationship between
Supenisery/Adtainis-
tredve and Tardier
Salary Sandals.

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA

40 master salary sched-
ules, each with 5 steps
minimum to maximum, are
sit up for administra-
tive/supervisory
positions.

A 2.75% differential exists between the master salary sched-
ules, and a 5.5% differential 'between the steps in each
schedule. The dollar amount for each step represents the
salary earned per 4-week pay period. To arrive at the an-
nual salary, the pay period salary, in turn, is multiplied by
10 for those working 40 weeks per year; by 10.85 for those
working 43 weeks per year; and by 13.05 for those working
12 calendar months.

continued--
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School
Didrict

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Tobin info Accent
in Setting Sopervieety/Adminietrative Solarise

LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA
continued

The steps in each such
schedule are arrived at
by multiplying a responsi-
bility factor (estab-
lished for each step and
carried out to 5 deci-
mals) by the maximum
step in the salary
schedule for teachers with
an A.B. degree -I- 98
semester hours of
additional preparation
(currently ;1300 per
4-week pay period).

The responsibility factor
considers for each
administrative/supervisory
position such matters as
organizations! setting,
kind and difficulty
of work, authority ac-
countability, personal
relationships, supervision
exercised and received,
training, and experience.

Teachers' Schedule
1968.69:
A.B.$7000-$9990
M.A.$7310-$10,550
Doc. $8280 - $13,400

Los Angeles stated
their teachers' salary
schedule does not
actually lend itself
to a strictly degree
basis as other factors
enter in; suggested
that NEA's interpre-
tation (above) be
used.

Example: The responsibility factor at Step 1 for senior high
principals is 1.16395. Multiplying this feet* by the
;1300 = ;1513 (pay for a 4-week period). Since senior
high principals work 43 weeks per year, ;1513, in turn, is
multiplied by 10.85 = ;16,416 (1968.69 annual salary).

Should the salary for the new position at time of appoint-
ment be below that paid for the former position, the person
would be placed on the stop of the appropriate master salary
schedule which is next above his former salary.

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position Work Year

Master Salary Schedule
Responsibility Factor

Applying
School year = 40 weeks
(10 school months)

Principals: Step 1 Step 5

Elsmentary 43 weeks 1.04292 1.29871
Secondary 43 weeks 1.16395 1.45150
Adult 43 weeks 1.10043 1.37425

Vice-Principals:
Elementary 43 weeks 0.88412 1.10043
Secondary 43 weeks 0.98627 1.22833
Adult 43 weeks 0.93391 1.16395

Coordinators:
Special Studies 12 months ..I.22833 1.53219
Health Facilities 12 months 1.07168 1.3364*

Administrative Coordinators:
Secondary Education .... 12 months 1.19614 1.49185
Elementary Education .... 12 months....I.10043........I.37425

Supervisors:
Group II 43 weeks 1.04292 1.22871
Group III 43 weeks 0.98627 1.22833

Directors:
Special Education 12 months.. 1.29871 1.61889
Human Relations 12 months 1.16395 1.45150
Public Information 12 months ..1:10043 1.37425
Elem. or Sec. Curricuium 12 months _1.07168 1.33848

School
District

LOUISYKLE,
KENTUCKY

Relationship between
Supervismy/Adminis-
Dative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Ceasidwatieue and Factors Taber into Amu*
in Setting Soperriesey/Adninietratles Salaries

Index rztio based on
teachers' A.B. mini-
mum ($5800) = 1.00.

Supervisory and administrative positions require a Mister's
degree.

52
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Ns Mien** between
Superrisery/Adminis-

Scheel &atlas and Teacher Considerations and Factors Taken into Account

District Salary Schedules in Setting Supervisory /Administrative Salaries

LOUISVILLE, Teachers' Schedule Supervisory/
KENTUCKY 1968.69: Administrative
continued A.8.$5800$9280 Position (School

M.A.$6264-$9744

Work Year
Ratio

Applying

year = 186 days)

215 days

Min. Max.

6 Yrs.$6728$10,208 Principals:
Elementary 176 216
Junior High 215 days 176 216
Senior High 225 days 189 229

Assistant Principals:
Elementary 215 days 164 204
Junior High 215 days 164 204
Senior High 225 days 174 214

Counselors:
Elementary 215 days 165 205
Junior High 215 days 165 205
Senior High 225 days 174 214

Supervisors 215 days 216.5 256.5
Assistant Supervisors 215 days 196 236
Directors:

All 12 212 252
II months 235.5 275.5
III 262.6 302.6

Assistant Directors:
All 12 170 210

II months 203.6 243.6
III 235.5 275.5

Points, added for sin of faculty:

Elementary and junior high: 1 point added to principal's
index and 1/2 point added to assistant principal's index for
each teacher up to a total of 42.
Senior high: 1 point added to principal's index and 1/2

point added to assistant principal's index for each teacher
up to a total of 50.
$250 super-maximum increment paid all those who aro
eligible.

Salmi
Oisfirkt

MEMPHIS,
TENNESSEE

Relationship between
Sinendaery/Adathils-
bathos and Teacher
Salary Scheele,

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

Ratio bend on teachers'
M.A. maximum
($9120) = 1,00

Teachers' Schedule
1968-69:
A.S.--$570048550
M.A.$6270-$9120
Doc.$7120-$11,120

All newly appointed principals must have a Master's degree.

Supervisory/ Ratio

Administrative Work Year Applying

Position (School year = 190 days) Min. Max.

l'rincipals:all levels
0.576 pupils Elementary and Junior 1.74 2.09
577-1088 pupils High-190 days; 1.84 2.20
1089.1600 pupils Senior High-210 days 1.95 2.30
1601- and over pupils 2.G6 2.41

continued--
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School
District

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrathre Salaries

MEMPHIS, Supervisory/
TENNESSEE- Administrative
continued Position (School

Work Year
Ratio

Applying

year = 190 days) Min. Max.
Assistant Principals:

577-1088 pupils Not given 1.67 1.79
1089.1600 pupils 1.73 1.84
1601- and over pupils 1.78 1.89

Administrative Assistant Not given 1.19 1.61
Area Specialist Not given 1.48 1.74
Supervisor Not given 1.74 2.00
Assistant Director Not given 2.09 2.35
Director Not given 2.44 2.70
Department Coordinator Not given 2.70 2.96

School
District

MIAMI,
FLORIDA

Relationship between
Supendsory/Adminis-
betty' and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken Into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

Now independent of
teachers' salary
schedule.

Formerly based on index
ratio; earlier to
teachers' M.A. maxi-
mum (now $11,330);
later to teachers'
A.B. minimum less $200
(now $6650 - $200 =
$6450) = 1.00.

Teachers' Schedule
1968.69:
A.B.-$6650$10,650
M.A.-$7350-$11,330
Doc.-$8430$12,410

Certificated supervisory and administrative salaries now ne-
gotiated separately from teachers' salaries. New plan now
before Board of Education proposed 10% increase over
1967.68 salaries. For comparative purposes the 1967.68
salaries have been increased 10% and the maximum salary
resulting for elementary principals in the smaller elementary
schools used as an arbitrary base of 1.00 ($15,870):

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position

Work Year

(School year = 196 days)

Arbitrary
Ratio

Applied
Principals:
Elementary 206 days

1000 or less pupils 1.00
1001.150D pupils 1.02

Junior High 206 days
1000 or less pupils 1.03
1001-1500 pupils 1.06

Senior High 230 days
1500 or less pupils 1.21
1501.2000 pupils 1.23
2000 or more pupils 1.25

Adult 230 days
900 or less pupils 1.18
901 or more pupils 1.20

Directors 230 days
1.25
1.14

Assistant Directors I 230 days 1.17
Supervisors 230 days

1.14
II 1.08
III 1.06

Assistant Supervisors 230 days
and Coordinators 230 days

1.06
I I 1.03
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School
District

MILWAUKEE,
WISCONSIN

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-

trative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory /Administrative Salaries

Index plan with teachers'
maximum for M.A.
plus 64 units
($12,358) = 1.00

Teachers' Schedule
1968.69:
A.B.-56800 -510 , 810
M.A.$7072-$11,326
Doc. $7616.$12,358

Master's degree is basis of educational preparation for super-
visory and administrative personnel. $200 is added for
attainment of each of the following levels of preparation:
M.A. -I- 16 units; M.A. + 32 units; M. A. + 48 units;
and M.A. + 64 units. At the elementary level, principals
are divided into four classifications which take into consid-
eration size of the faculty and other staff members super-
vised and pupil enrollment (breakdown by numbers not
shown).

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position

Work Year

(School year = 190 days)

Responsi-
bility
Ratio

Applying
Principals: All: 197 .days

ElementaryClassification I 1.32
Classification II 1.35
Classification III 1.38
Classification IV 1.41

Junior High 197 days 1.45
Senior and 6-Year High 200 days 1.53

VicePrincipals and Assistants to
Secondary Principals:
Elementary 190 days 1.15
Junior High 195 days 1.22
Senior and 6Year High ....... 195 days 1.26

Supervising Teachers 200 days 1.11
Supervisors 12 months 1.34
Recreation Supervisors 12 months .1.33

Coordinators 12 months 1.44
Directors 12 months 1.57
Recreation Directors I 220 days 1.16'
Department Directors 12 months 1.42

Assistant Directors of Divisions .... 12 months 1.55
Executive Directors 12 months 1.67

School
District

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken Into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

MINNEAPOLIS,
MINNESOTA

Now independent of
teachers' salary
schedules.

Through 1966.67, an
index plan was in
operation with the
teachers' M.A. maxi-
mum ($11,920) = 1.00.

Master's degree required for supervisory and administrative
personnel. Advanced preparation recognized as follows: M.A.
plus 15 quarter hours; M.A. plus 30 quarter hours; M.A.
plus 45 quarter hours; and doctorate.

$500 added to salary of elementary principals assigned to
two schools.

Arbitrarily assigning a base of 1.00 to the $16,270 salary
of the elementary principal for comparative purposes, the
following ratios result:

-- continued-
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Scheel
District

MILWAUKEE,
WISCONSIN

Beletionship eerie
Samemissey/Admisis-
Hada and Tudor
Salm Schedules

Comidsration awl Faders Tel Lb DiCellei
in Setting Sepervisery/Administratim Henries

Index else with teachers'
maximum for M.A.
plus 64 units
($12.351) = 1.00

Teachers' Schedule
1966-69:
A.B.$61100410.1110
M 37241 1326
Dec.$7616412.3511

Masters degree is basis of adrationd properation for armor-

visor/ and administrative personnel. $200 is added for
attainment of each of the following levels of properatioe:
MA. + 16 snits: Y.A. 32 units; W. A. -I- 41/ moth;
and MA 64 units. At the .le.''y lead. priecipals
are divided into four classification which his inb maid-
gratin sin of the faculty sad other staff members super-
vised and pupil esweilment (brashdeven by numbers est
shelve).

Rosponsi-

Supervion:y/ Mit,
MailliArake Wed Year Ratio

Position (Scheel your =190 days) APIAVillt

Prmapals: All: 197 days
ElementsqClassification I 1.32

Clanificatise II 1.35
Classification III 1.3$
Clessification IV 1.41

inner High 197 days 1.45
Senior and 6-Year High 200 digs 1.53

Vice-PrillciPlds and Assistants to
Secondary Principals:

Elementary 190 days 1.15
Junior High 195 days 1.22
Senor and 6-Yoor High 195 days 1.26

Sipervising TrAchers 200 days 1.11

Suosnrism: 12 montes 1.34
Randier' Supervisors 12 maths 1.33

Coordinators 12 modhs 1.44

Directors 12 moths 1.57
Iscreetion Directors I 220 des 1.16
Department Directors 12 ...nn 1.42

Assistant Directors of Divisions .... 12 meths 1.55
beadles Directors 12 man 1.67

School
Dielrict

Ye lion* ban=
Supeniesey/Admine" -
*aloe sad Tambov
Slimy Schedules

Cmwhimatins sad Factors Tatum Lb Anne
ia Salim Seeeeriariefildwieisiraties Snubs

MINNEAPOLIS.
MINNESOTA

New indspeadant of
touchers' salary
schedules.

Through 196647, an
indult plan was in
operation with the
teschers' MA. mai-
m= ($11.920) = 1,00.

Wanes degree rome:ed far sunning and administrative
penennel. kinand pecpwalien recognized as follows: MA
plus 15 wader hours; MA. plus 30 quarter hews; MA
plus 45 sandier hews; and ideate.

added to salary of AnImwogagy principals assigned to
toe Wools.
Arbitrarily assigning a base of 1.00 to the 316.270 salary
of the efewantary priscipal for caraperstive mimeses. the
followieg ratios moult:

contineed--
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Neletiseehip Weed
Swpanibery/Adminis-
&alba and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Censidmien sad Faders lien kb Amid
in Setting Swpervisary/Admitistrative interim

MINNEAPOLIS, Teachers' Schedule
MINNESOTA 196$: (Calendar Year)
cordinuad

A.8,$6000-$9645
M.A.-46600-$11,920
Doc: $7200-$13.785

1969: (Calendar Year)

. A.6.$6700-$10A25
INJL$73011-$13,050
Dec.$7900-$14,900

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position (School year = 19(1 days)

Panama=
Elementary 210 days 1.00
Junior High and Elementary-Jr, High 210 days 1.07
Senior High and Junior-Senior High 210 days 1.15

Assistant Principals:
Elementary 210 days 0.85
Smolder 210 days 0.97

Consultants:
A 210 aims 1.05
II 210 days 1.00
C 210 days 0.97

Directors 12 months 1.31
Assistant Directors 12 maths 1.10
Project Administrators and Rewards
Assistants 12 menthe 1.07

Work Year

sic

Rata
KMA04

Schad
OkIrkt

Odd lowebp' bekmen

*aim andmad Yeadier
Saba idesidea

Cousideratime aid Faders Vahan kb faxert
in idling Srepavisay/Adildskatke Salads

NEWARK.
NEW JERSEY

Index ratio based on
teachers' amorimum ter
same amount of educa-
tions' preporatiou
(MA.$11.500 er
MA + 32 credits
$11,900) = 1.00

Teachers' Schedule
1968-69:

A. B.$6700-$11,100
111.A.$7100-$11,500
M.A. + 32
$7500- $11.900

2-1-69:

A.11.$6700-$11.100
81.11$7300-$11.700
M.A. +-479110-$12.300

All supervisory and administrative Nation MEW a
Master's degree or the approved equivalent M.A. plus 32
additional coedits or approved equivalent also recognized
with &dditional salary.

Super/ism/
Administrative
Position (School year = 1110 dogs)

Work Year Ratio
Applying

Priscilla's: All: 10 maths
Elementaryup to 800 pupils 1.35

over 800 pupils 1.46
Junior High 1.52
Senior High 1.58

Vice-Principals: All: 10 moths
Elm/atm 1.18
Jamie( High 1.20
Senior High 1.22

Supervisors 10 swaths 125
Ceerdinder--Ceaummity Reletiems 12 menthe 1.49
Directors 12 menthe 1.49
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Scheel
District

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Wary Modules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Acme
in Setting Samervisory/Administrathre Salaries

NEW ORLEANS,
LOUISIANA

Index ratio based on
teachers' M.A. maximum
($9300) = 1.00 and is
applied to salaries for
principels, assistant
principels, supervisors.
associate directors,
and most directors.

Salaries for directors
in the highest cats -
gory are bend on cam-
prison of salaries of
like personnel in the
25 largest school dis-
tricts.

Teachers' Schedule
through 12-31-68 as
on calendar jeer basis:

A.B.$5400-$8700
M.A.$5700-$9300
Doc.$6300-$9900

Scheel
District

NEW YORK
CITY,
NEW YORK

lidationship batmen
Soponinry/Adminis-
Weise and Teacher
Sabo *died*.

Master's degree required for appointment to supervisory and
administrative positions.

Ratio
Supervisory/ Applying
Administrative Work Year at
Position (School year = 182 days) Maximum

Principals: Pupils Teachers All: 182 days

Schools with: up to 400 0-12 1.28
401-900 13-30 1.33
901-1400 31-55 1.36
over 1400 over 55 1.46

Assistant Principels 182 days 1.21
Assistant Supervisors 12 months .... 1.45
Supervisors 12 months .... 1.60
Associate Directors 12 months .... 1.63
Directors in Group 4 12 months .... 1.75

The following salary is related to salaries paid for com-
parable positions in the 25 largest school districts and is
not geared to the ratio above. If it were, the ratio shown
would result:

Directors in Group 5 12 months .... 2.15

$30 per pay period is added to salaries of principals and
assistant principals with advanced preperation of 30 semes-
ter hours beyond the Master's degree; $60 per Dr/ period
for an earned doctorate.

Consideration and Faders Tabun its Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

Actually independent of
teachers' maximum M.A.
sabry ($12,650), but
does beer some rela-
tiouship to it at cer-
tain levels (assistant
principals. junior
principals, and prin-
cipals). Also table
into consideration.
but net explained in
detail, are such addi-
tional faders as years
of service and advancedpropsiatia.

Assistant principals and_junior principels are on a 3-step
salary schedule; principels, on a 5-step salary schedule.
The rest mentioned below are on a flat rate.

For comparative purposes, the maximum for elementary prin-
cipals has been arbitrarily selected as a ratio factor of 1.00.
Their maximum as of September 1, 1968. was $20,270; as
of March 1, 1969, $20,525. Higher March salaries, how-
ever, provide As same ratio figures for the other job
classifications listed as do the September 1, 1968 figures.

Swami:40y/ Arbitrary
Administrative Work Year !bee
Position (School year = 189 days) Applying

Principals:
Elementary 192 days 1.00
Junior High 192 days 1.07
Senior High 192 days 1.26

Junior Principal Not given 0.91
Assistant Principelsall levels .... Not given OAS
Supervisor Not given 0.84
Assistant Administrative Director .... Not given 1.01

continued--
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iklatieitship Wham
Sepervieety/Adminb-

Scheel bathos and Teacher Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
District Salary Schedules in Setting Supervisory /Administrative Salaries

NEW YORK CITY, Teachers' Schedule Supervisory/ Arbitrary
NEW YORK- 1968.69: Administrative Work Year Ratio

continued- A.B.-$6750-$11.150 Position (School year = 189 days) Applying
M.A.-$8250-$12.650 Assistant Dkactor Not given 1.00
Doc.-$9350$13.750 Director Not given 1.14
3-1.69:
Doc.-$9500-$13.900 Assistant principals and junior principals assigned to

schools for socially maladjusted and emotionally disturbed
children receive $600 more a year in schools for mentally
retarded, $200 more a year. Principals of schools for the
deaf receive $1925 more per year than do the elementary
schoui principals.

There is no added compensation based on socioeconomic
considerations.

Relationship Imams
Sepsvisery/Adminis-

V.0a=1 trathm and Tacker
&mixt Salary Wailes

Consideration and Faders Taken eats Access*
in Setting Sepervisery/Admiaistrative Salaries

NORFOLK, Index ratio based on
VIRGINIA teachers' B.A. mini-

mum ($5800) = 1.00

Teachers' Schedule
1968-69:

A.11-$5800-$8816
M.A.-$631049396
Doc.-$6960-$9976 Principals:

Administrative
Position (School year = 190 days) Min. Max_

Work Year Applying

Master's degree for supervisory and adMinistrative positions.

When positions with similar titles have different salary
classifications (examples of supervisors and directors below),
the differentiation is bused on sine of the staff and general
megaitsde of the jab.
Supervisory/ Ratio

Elementary-up to 399 pupils 11 months 1.53 1.99
-400-699 pupils 11 months 1.63 2.09
-400-699 pupils 12 months 1.70 2.18
-700 arid over pupils 12 months 1.80 2.28

Junior High 12 months 1.90 2.42
Senior High and Vocational Tech. 12 months 2.10 2.74

Assistant Principals:
Junior High 12 months 1.70 2.13
Senior High and Vocational Tech. 12 months 1.80 2.28

Consultant 12 months 1.60 2.08
Supervisors (examples):
Special Departments 10 months 1.31 1.73
Ed. TV, Testing 11 months 1.53 1.99
Adult Education, Curriculum Mtls. 12 months 1.80 2.28
Statistical Services 12 months 1.60 2.08

Assistant Directors-Special Dept. 11 months 1.53 1.99
Purchases and Supplies 12 months 1.80 2.28
Personnel 12 months 1.90 2.42

Directors (examples):
Guidance, Special Projects 12 months 2.00 2.60
Adult or Elementary or Secondary
Education, Personnel, Research 12 months 2.20 2.84

Add $290 a year for 30 hours of graduate work beyond the
Master's when applicable toward a doctorate; an additional
$290 a year for an earned doctorata.
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School
District

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trativs and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory /Administrative Salaries

OAKLAND, Independent of teachers'
CALIFORNIA salary schedule.

Teachers' Schedule
1968.69:

A.B.$6200-$9560
M.A. $7068 - $11,160
Doc.$8804-$13,268

Administrative/supervisory salaries are divided into six classi-
fications. For comparative purposes only in the table below,
maximum salary shown for principals in the smallest schools
(815,644) is arbitrarily considered as a base ratio of 1.00
and is applied to the maximum salar; for those in subse-
quent classifications.

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position

Principals:

Work Year
Arbitrary

Ratio
(School year = 180 days) Applied

1-14 teachers 190 days 1.00
15-24 teachers 190 days 1.05
25-42 teachers 190 days .. 1.10
43-59 teachers 190 days 1.15
60 and over teachers 190 days 1.20

VicePrincipals (3 classifications below that of
the principal)

In smaller schools 190 days 1.00
In larger schools 190 days 1.05

Administrative AssistantD Class.... 230 days 1.10
Administrative AssistantE Class.... 230 days 1.15
Directors:
Assistant Program Director 190 days 0.95
Program Director 190 days 1.00
DirectorD Class 230 days 1.10
DirectorE Class 230 days 1.15

Supervisors:
Child Welfare and Attendance 190 days 0.95
Instruction, GuidanceA Class .... 190 days 0.95

B Class .... 190 days 1.00
C Class ... 190 days 1.05

AssistantSpecial Area-190 or 230 depending
on position 0.95

SpecialistA Class 230 days 0.95
B Class 230 days . ..... 1.00

Supervisory and administrative appointments require a

Master's degree; higher salaries for those with additional
preparation: M.A. plus 1 year additional training and with
an earned doctorate or i;- equivalent.

Scheel
District

OMAHA,
NEBRASKA

Relationship between
Sammvissoy/Adminis-
Native and Teacher
Soiary Scheddes

Coneiderations and Factors Taker Me Account
in Setting Sapravisery/Administrative Salaries

Index ratio based on
teachers' M.A. maximum
(811.000) = 1.00

Relate length of work year to the position and to the salary
work year not given for all classifications listed below.
Aside from number of pupils, which is a factor recoglized in
the salary schedule for principals, additional personnei,
rather than salary differential, is added to the principalships
of the more demanding schools.

continued
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Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-

School trative and Teedw
District Salary Sr:halides

Considerations and Factor! Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

OMAHA, Teachers' Schedule
NEBRASKA 1968.69:
continued A.B.$625C-$10,063

M.A.$68754'11,000

Supervisory/
Administraiive Work Year Ratio

ApplyingPosition (School year = 190 days)
Principals:

Doc.$8125-$12,250 Elementary 200 days
Under 400 pupils 1.13
400-600 pupils 1.18
Over 600 pupils 1.23

Junior High 240 days
Under 500 pupils 1.19
600-950 pupils 1.25
Over 950 pupils 1.41

Senior High 240 days
Under 1500 pupils 1.39
1500-2000 pupils 1.48
Over 2000 pupils 1.57

Assistant Principals Not given
Junior High 1.15
Senior High 1.29

Assistant Supervisors Not given 1.14
Supervisors & Coordinators Not given 1.21
Coordinators When 12 months ... 1.40
Directors 12 months 1.57

School
District

Relationship between
Sipervismi/Adminis-
trathm and Teacher

Salary Schedules
Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisogy/AdminIstrative Salad's

PHILADELPHIA, Independent of teachers'
PENNSYLVANIA schedule which is:

1968-69:

A.B.$6700 $10,900
M.A.---$7000$11,400
Doc. $8300- $13,300

Beginning with the 1969-70 school year. advance preparation
for principals bend the Master's degree will not be recog-
nized. In lir* of this recognition, the Board of Education,
beginning September, 1969, is reimbursing each principal
for tuition costs for a maximum of 6 rimester hours of
professionally relevant college rourses taken for credit per
year to a total maximum of 3b semester hours.
At work an factors that determine the setting of supervisory/
administrative salaries, but no final decision yet reached.
Factors now taken into con:id:ration in setting salaries for .
principals is as follows:

1. Member of dames". teachers as of October 31:
Elementary: Points

18 or less 10
19-23 20
24-28 30
29.33 40
34 or more SO

Junior High:
5080 or less

Senior High:
55 or less 50

81 or more 60

continued-
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School
District

Relationship between
Supendsory/Adminis-

troth,* and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory /Administrative Salaries

PHILADELPHIA 56.110 60

PENNSYLVANIA --
continued

111 or more
Special class teachersany level:

70

2.5 2
6.10 4
11-15 6

s 16 or more 8
2. Percentage of teachers with, less than 2 years'

experience:
10-19 1

20.29 2
30.39 3

40.49 4
50.59 5
60.69 6
70-79 7
80 or more 8

3. Vacancies as of October 31:
2-4 1

5-9 2
10 or more 3

4. Average monthly percentage of pupil mobility:
5.8 1

9-12 2
13-16 3

17 or more 4
5. Percentage of enrollment in a magnet program

from outside the magnet school's boundaries:
5.9 1

10-14 2
15-19 3
20 or more 4

t

Principals are then divided by levels, but the number of
points applicable at each level is not given. The maximum
safety for principals at Level I ($16,100) is arbitrarily
assumed to be a ratio of 1.00. Ratios are as follows:
Supervisory/ Arbitrary
Administrative Work Year Ratio

Position (School year = 190 days) Applying

Principals:
Elementary 190 days
Level I 1.00

Level II 1.06
Level ID 1.12
Level IV 1.18
Level V 1.24

Junior High 190 days
LW V 1.24

Level Vi 1.30
Senior; High 190 days

Level VI 1.30
Level VII ... 1.36

Vice Principals 190 days
Junior and Senior High 1.00
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Relationship between
Supervisoly/Adminis.

School trative and Teacher
District Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

PITTSBURGH, Now independent of Salaries are given by the month. Total salary for the year

PENNSYLVANIA teachers' salary sched- is arrived at by multiplying the monthly rate of pay by the

ule, but is based on number of months of work scheduled.
one that did take into
account the teachers' The ratios given below are arbitrarily based on the monthly

M.A. maximum = 1.00. M.A. maximum for principals (presumably elementary) in

Since not now appli- Group V, the lowest category. This M.A. maximum is $1310

cable, this particular per month = 1.00. No explanatigp given as to the factor(s)

ratio is not applied. involved in the various groups.

Teachers' Schedule Supervisory/ Arbitrary

1968.69: Administrative Work Year Ratio

Position (School year = 191 days) Applied

A.B.$6500$9800
M.A.$6800-$10,400
Doc.$8000$11,600

Principals:
Group V 101/2 months 1.00

Group IV 101/2 months 1.05
Group IIIElem. and Jr. High 101/2 months 1.07

Group IIISenior High 11 months 1.07

Group IIJunior High 101/2 months 1.11

Group IISenior High 11 months 1.11

Group I 12 months 1.14

Assistant Principals 101/2 months 0.91

Vice Principals 101/2 months 0.93

Supervisors 10, 11, 12 months 0.91

Coordinators 10, 11, 12 months 0.86

Senior Coordinator 10 months 0.91

Associate Directors 12 months 0.93

Assistant Directors 12 months
Some specialties 1.05
Other specialties 1.07
Other specialties 1.09

Administrative Asst. to Supt. 12 months 1.04

Directors 12 months
Some specialties 1.07
Other specialties 1.09
Other specialties 1.11
Other specialties 1.14
Other specialties 1.16
Other specialties 1.18

Director 12 months 1.14
12 months 1.32
12 months 1.32

Coordinating
Auditor
Chief Accountant

Longevity of $30.00 per working month applicable to those
with 25 years of service in public schools (at least 5 of
which in Pittsburgh) plus rating of "good" or better.

$30.00 per working month added to each of the following
for advance preparation: M.A. + 30 advanced study;

M.A. + 30 credits; M.A. -I- 60 credits; Doctorate.
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School
District

PORTLAND,
OREGON

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher

Salary Schedules
Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory /Administrative Salaries

Index ratio based on
teachers' M.A. maximum
($10,600) = 1.00.
(School district did
not verify this, but
NEA reports this
basis.)

Teachers' Schedule

All zgoervisory and administrative personnel on a 225-day
standard work year unless otherwise indicated by the super-
intendent: 190-day work year for teachers plus one week altar
school closes plus two weeks before teachers report in the
fall plus 20 days during the summer months.

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position (School year = 190 days) Applying

Work Year Ratio

1968.69: Principals: All: 225 days
Elementary:

A.B.--$6000-$9500, 8 grades with 300.599 pupilsor
M.A.$6400-$10,600 less than 8 grades and 400 or more pupils 1.44

600 or more pupils 1.48
High School:

Under 1000 pupils 1.67
1000 or more pupils 1.71

High School Vice-Principals 225 days 1.48
SupervisorsCertificated 225 days 1.48

235 days if ever
so appointed 1.54

DirectorsCertificated 225 days 1.71
235 days if ever
so appointed 1.79

Assistant SupervisorsClassified 12 months 1.13
Assistant CoordinatorsClassified 12 months 1.13
SupervisorsClassified 12 months 1.35
CoordinatorsClassified 12 months 1.35

Classified supervisory personnel on the 12-month basis are
allowed vacations as follows: 2 weeks for first 10 years of
service; 3 weeks, 11-20 years; 4 weeks, 21st year and
thereafter.

School
District

ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Sifting Supenrisory/AdminIstrative Salaries

Index ratio based on
teachers' M.A. maxi-
mum ($11,160) = 1.00
for school and cer-
tain central adminis-
tration positions.

Flat rate, set annually,
and not based on a
ratio for other central
administration posi-
tions.

Effective September 1, 1968, recognition of the M.A., plus
30 and the Doctorate was eliminated for all administrators
except subject matter consultants and department heads.

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position (School year = 187 days) Applying

Principals:
Elementaryless than 14 teachers 10% months 1.33

14 or more teachers 10% months 1.45
Senior High 11 months.... 1.60

Assistant PrincipalsHigh School 10% months 1.45
continued--

Work Year Ratio
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School

ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI-
continued

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

For the 1969.70 school
year, expect to extend
the flat rate method
to all certificated
positions above the
rank of principal.

Teachers' Schedule
1968.69:

A.B. - $6200 - $10,540
M.A. - $6820.$11,160
Doc.-$8680413,020

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position (School year = 187 days)

Work Year
Arbitrary

Ratio
Applied

Subject Matter Consultants and
Department Heads 10 months

M.A. 1.10
M.A. + 30 1.13

Doe. 1.16

Coordinators 10 months ... 1.10
High School Administrative Assistants 10 months ... 1.10

Supervising Teachers 101/2 months 1.20

Consultants 101/2 months 1.30

Assistant Directors 12 months.... 1.53

Directors 12 months,... 1.67

A flat annual rate, not geared to the teachers' M.A. maxi-

mum, is as follows for the following positions. The $14,700
salary for the Supervisor of Program Development is arbi-
trarily used as the base of 1.00.

Position

Arbitrary
Ratio

Work Year Applying

Supervisor-Program Development 12 months.... 1.00
Director-Work Study Program 12 months.... 1.02
Director-Teacher Recruitment 12 months.... 1.02

Director-Computer Applications 12 months._ 1.20

Assistant Director-Personnel 12 months.... 1.22

Assistant to Superintendent 12 months ... 1.22

Directors of Fiscal Planning &
Control, Community Relations,
Federal Relations 12 months.... 1.27

Director-Personnel 1.29

School
District

Relationship between
Supervisory/Adminis-
trative and Teacher
Salary Schedules

Considerations and Factors Taken Into Account
in Setting Supervisory/Administrative Salaries

SAN FRANCISCO, Index ratio based on

CALIFORNIA teachers' top maximum
($13,640) = 1.00.

Teachers' Schedule
1968.69-NEA:

A.B.-$6820-$11,695
M.A.-47760412,680
6 Yrs.-48360413,640

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position

Work Year

(School year = 180 days)

Ratio
Applying

Min. Max.

Principals:
Elementary 197 days 1.09 1.38
Junior High, Senior High, Adult 197 days 1.25 1.54

Assistant Principals:
Elementary Not given 1.00 1.13
Junior High, Senior High, Adult Not givin 1.09 1.30

(Includes duties usually performed by
dean of boys and dean of girls)

Coordinator A 231 days 1.57 1.88

Coordinator B 231 days 1.44 1.68

Supervisor A Not' given 1.09 1.38

Supervisor AA 231 days 1.31 1.55

Director 231 days 1.44 1.68
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Scheel
District

ildellendip beim=
Sopenisery/Aininis-
Indium mid Timber
;dry Melds

SAN JOSE. Isdepsedent of Mockers'
CALIFORNIA schedule.

Teachers Schedule
191E49:
A.B.-66510-60910
EA.-67710-611.600
Dec.-614.130

Consideratiems and Faders Tabu Its Account
in &Ming Seporeisery/Adminietratie Merin

The maims= salary for de:ranter/ school principals
($17.747) is arhitrar:P; used as s ratio basis of 1.00. A
Master's degree is required for all supervisory and admin-
istrative peeititins.

Supervisory/ kbitrary
Administrative Work Year Ratio
Position (School year = 180 days) MOWN
Principals:

Emsne:Inty . 210 days -------- 1.00
brier Nigh 213 days 109
Seder High 230 days 1.1$

Vice Principals:
Elli---.144.7 Not given 0.$5
Junior High Not given 0.94
Senior High Not given LOU

Cesediembr I Net given 0.311
Ceenhuder H Net give. 0.94
&movies' I Net given 0.97
Supenriser N Net given 1.06
haistast Direder--Voc. Ceder _ .. Net given 1.00
DirederVocatim1 Ceder Net given 1.15
Minders Net given 1.1$

given 1.12

Schad
Nikki

Reletimehip Mims
Siganiany/hIsair-4-
kali. mod Tender
Salsa *Miles

ft.1allees aid Faders TaMn Its Acme*
in Sitierg Sapemisery/Adminidrative Skidoo

SEAM.E. Indepandent of Mockers'
WA:hINCTON schedule.

Testers' Schedule
1%09:

A.11.$6175-$6975
NIA.$677549155
Dec.$7700412.250

Perms appointed to supervisory and administrative positions
mud hem a BA. plus 90 riptide hems plus MA. training;
$600 is added for as approved doctorate.

Salaries set by a Classification and Review Baird after de-
tailed study of job descriptions, amount of work and/or
responsibility. nlice---wre-a and other factors, including
the WIffilief of days required for a particular position.

For comparative purposes. the maximum salary for elementary
school principals ($15250) is arbitrarily used as a hese
ratio .4 1.00.

ceatimod-
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Ns letkorship Whom
Somemisety/Adminls- 4

Scheel troths amid Teeth% Considerations and Faders Talmo Me Account

Oldrid Selwy Schedules in WOK Sopeniasty/Abilistratim Salaries

SEATTLE,
WASHINGTON-
continued

Supervisory/
Administrative
Position

Arbitrary Ratios for These
Work Yeats

183 192 202 217 222 227
Days Days Days Days Days Da rs

(School pow =113 days)
Principals:

Elemenbry ....... . - - 1.00
Junior High - - 1.06
Senior High - - 1.10

Vice Principels:
Ebbe/ably - - 0.87
Junior High - - 0.91
Senior High - - 0.94

Adaraistrative
Asabbmb:

Ceerdinsters:

Salary Class 2 .. ,
Salary Class 3
Salary Class 4
Salary Class 5

Salary Class 5

0.79 0.83 0.87
- 0.86 0.91
- 0.89 0.94
- 0.92 0.97

- 0.92 0.97

Directors:

0.94 0.96 0.98
0.97 0.997 1.02
1.004 1.03 1.05
1.04 1.06 1.09

1.04 1.06 1.09
Salary Class 6

Salary Class 6

Salary Class, 8
Salary Class 9

Salary Class 7

Salary Class 10 1-
-
-- -

-
-
-
-
- 1.00 1.07 1.10 1.12

1.10 1.18 1.21 1.23

1.00 1.07 1.10 1.12

1.06 1.13 1.16 1.19

-- - 1.25 1.28
- 1.29 1.32

Scheel
Oiskid

TUCSON.
ARIZONA

NeletisoshiP hubs=
Smankray/klaiials-

Intim and Trader
Sabo Sdreddes

Consideratime amid Faders Tabs inb Amend
in Wag Somnieray/Admbati e Sabrina

Ratio bawl on whet
adminktrater would
own as a teacher with
comperahle preparation
and emperimme.

Tandem' Schedule
196849:

A.11.-85900-$S234
M.A.-86343411381
Doc.-$7021-$12.095

Supervisory/
Administrative Work Year Ratio
Position (School year = 1115 drys) ANIONS

Principelv
Elementary 10 meelles 1.35
Junior High 10 months 1.40
High School 12 meths 1.55

Assistant Principals:
Junior High 10 months 1.30
Senior High 12 moths 1.40

Dooms 9% months 1.20
Coordinators 10 months 1.30
Directors 12 months 1.45
Supenrisors 10 months 1.35
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Itelatienehip betimes
Sepuriseg/Piton:s-

Scheel bathe and Tender
Diskict Salto Sande Ise

Cansidsndiens amd Faders Taken into Accent
in Sitting Sepevisery/dira henries

TULSA. Index ratio based on
OKIMCMA teaches' A.B.

mem ($5400) = 1.00.

leach re Schedule
1968-69:

A.B.-$5400-$7992
MA-S5832-$8856
Doc.-$6912-$10,368

Ratio
Supenisory/ Marine
Administrative Work Year for M.A.
Position (School year = 18A days) Min. Max.
Principals:
Elementary 9% months 1.85 2.18
Junior High Teaching Units:

29 or Ins 10 months 1.95 2.31
34 1.97 2.33
39 1.99 2.35
44 2.01 2.37
49 2.03 2.39
54 or more 2.05 2.41

Senior High ... 49 or less 12 months
inc. vacation 2.20 2.62

54 2.22 2.64
59 2.24 2.66
64 2.26 2.68
69 2.28 2.70
74 2.30 2.72
79 or more 2.32 2.74-

Assistant Principals:-besed is NEA figures
Flemming 9 months 1.42 1.93
Junior High 9% months 1.61 2.15
Smite High 10 months 1.68 2.21

Ceterdiseters-Inebuction Not given 1.70 2.03
Semenrisers-Instruction Net given

Lowest grouping 1.70 2.03
Highest mouping 1.80 2.13

Directors -Indructin:
Land grouping 10 months 1.90 2.26
Highest grouping 12 months 2.00 2.36

Somvises-Special Services:
Lowest grouping Not gives 1.50 1.82
Middle grouping Net given 1.70 2,03
Highest grouping 12 means 1.80 2.13

Assistant Diredors-
Special Services Not given 1.62 1.96
DirectonSpecial Saran:

Lowest pooping Net given 1.70 2.03
2nd grouping 10 ninths 1.90 2.26
3rd gauping Not given 2.00 2.36
Highest weeping Net given 2.10 2.50

Assisbat Directors -Supt. Staff Net given 2.30 2.74
Directors-Sod. Staff:
Lamed earplug Net given 2.40 2.86
Middle gnu nag Net given 2.50 2.98
Highest grouping Net given 2.60 3.08

Wage and Salaty Analyst Net given 2.30 2.74
-centimeed-
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Scheel
District

Relationship between

trades andand Teacher
Salary Scheibe

Cousideratiess and Factors Taken Me Account
is Stein Segmeismy/Adminietratin Salaries

Ratio

Supplemental ratios added as follows for higher peparation:
0.08 for M.A. plus 30 approved hours; 0.08 for M.A. plus
60 approved hours; 0.12 for an earned doctorate.

1

1

TULSA,
Supervisory/ Keebing

OKLAHOMA Administrative Work Year for M.A.

confirmed
Position (School year = 184 days) Min. Max.

DirectorsBusiness Services:
Lowest grouping Not given 2.10 2.50
Middle grouping Not given 2.30 2.74
Highest grouping Not given 2.50 2.9$

I

(
I

Scheel
Dirk!

Reletionlip batmen
Snpmeisery/Adminis-
trades mod Teedber
Wee Schedules

Consideration mod Factors Tahoe hie Ararat
is Settle Supenismy/Aininkkathe Welles

WASHINGTON.
D. C.

Index plan with teachers'
Inexinne

($11.550) = 1.00.

Cowen melees deci-
sions as tr whet
salary schedules
shall be 1968-69
shell be. 1968-69
solaria represented
a 17% increase over
1967-68.

Teachers' Schedule
1968-69:

A.8.$7000-$111.850
MA.$7700-$11,550
Doc.$8400-$!2.250

Supervisory/
Administrative Work Year Ratio

Position (School year = 184 days) Applying

Principals: All 218 days
Level I 1.47
Level II 1.52
Level III 1.56
Level IV 1.60

(All principalselemnbry. junior high, and
moist highon the same rim school:de. Leeds
are based on several factors of which size ac-
counts for 90%)

Assistant Principals Not given 1.40
(All assistant principalselemeetery, junior
high, and senior highon the some salary
schedule.)

Supervising Directors Not given 1.45
Directors Not given
Group 5 1.65
Group 6 1.60
Group 7 1.45

The above ratios are all based on M.A. maim= for the
position listed. $350 (0.03 ratio) is added for an
M.A. + 30 credit hears: another $350 for an earned
doctorate.
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